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ABSTRACT
Context: A District Heating System (DHS) uses a central heating plant to produce and distribute hot
water in a community. Such a plant is connected with consumers’ premises to provide them with hot
water and space heating facilities. Variations in the consumption of heat energy depend upon different
factors like difference in energy prices, living standards, environmental effects and economical
conditions etc. These factors can manage intelligently by advanced tools of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) such as smart metering. That is a new and emerging technology;
used normally for metering of District Heating (DH), district cooling, electricity and gas. Traditional
meters measures overall consumption of energy, in contrast smart meters have the ability to frequently
record and transmit energy consumption statistics to both energy providers and consumers by using
their communication networks and network management systems.
Objectives: First objective of conducted study was providing energy consumption/saving
suggestions on smart metering display for accepted consumer behavior, proposed by the energy
providers. Our second objective was analysis of financial benefits for the energy provides, which
could be expected through better consumer behavior. Third objective was analysis of energy
consumption behavior of the residential consumes that how we can support it. Moreover, forth
objective of the study was to use extracted suggestions of consumer behaviors to propose Extended
Smart Metering Display for improving energy economy.
Methods: In this study a background study was conducted to develop basic understanding about
District Heat Energy (DHE), smart meters and their existing display, consumer behaviors and its
effects on energy consumption. Moreover, interviews were conducted with representatives of smart
heat meters’ manufacturer, energy providers and residential consumers. Interviews’ findings enabled
us to propose an Extended Smart Metering Display, that satisfies recommendations received from all
the interviewees and background study. Further in this study, a workshop was conducted for the
evaluation of the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display which involved representatives of smart
heat meters’ manufacture and residential energy consumers. DHE providers also contributed in this
workshop through their comments in online conversation, for which an evaluation request was sent to
member companies of Swedish District Heating Association.
Results: Informants in this research have different levels of experiences. Through a systematic
procedure we have obtained and analyzed findings from all the informants. To fulfill the energy
demands during peak hours, the informants emphasized on providing efficient energy consumption
behavior to be displayed on smart heat meters. According to the informants, efficient energy
consumption behavior can be presented through energy consumption/saving suggestions on display of
smart meters. These suggestions are related to daily life activities like taking bath and shower,
cleaning, washing and heating usage. We analyzed that efficient energy consumption behavior
recommended by the energy providers can provide financial improvements both for the energy
providers and the residential consumers. On the basis of these findings, we proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display to present information in simple and interactive way. Furthermore, the proposed
Extended Smart Metering Display can also be helpful in measuring consumers’ energy consumption
behavior effectively.
Conclusions: After obtaining answers of the research questions, we concluded that extension of
existing smart heat meters’ display can effectively help the energy providers and the residential
consumers to utilize the resources efficiently. That is, it will not only reduce energy bills for the
residential consumers, but it will also help the energy provider to save scarce energy and enable them
to serve the consumers better in peak hours. After deployment of the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display the energy providers will able to support the consumers’ behavior in a reliable way
and the consumers will find/follow the energy consumption/saving guidelines easily.

Keywords: Smart meter/metering/display/feedbacks,
District
Heat
Energy
consumption/saving/guidelines/financial
benefits,
Consumer behavior measurement.
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INTRODUCTION
The basic objective of this research is to extend the display of currently used smart
heat meters for the residential consumers to save the consumption of District Heat
Energy (DHE) at residential level. In this study we have involved the representatives
of smart heat meters’ manufacture, DHE providers and consumers. A background
study and interviews with involved stakeholders were conducted. The background
study introduced us to operations of District Heating (DH) and capabilities of currently
used smart meters. Moreover the background study also supported us to know how
currently used smart meters can be helpful in efficient energy consumption in
houses/apartments. Findings from interviews provided us future requirements of
extending display of currently used smart heat meters at residential level of DHE. The
conducted research helped us in suggesting efficient energy consumption guidelines
for daily life activities on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. These
activities were related to taking bath and shower, cleaning, washing and heating with
respect to high and low demand hours of energy consumption. We have tried to find
financial benefits for DHE providers because of good energy consumption behaviors
of their residential consumers. The conducted study also suggested better
understandability of Smart Metering measurements to support good consumer
behavior by the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. In addition the proposed
Extended Smart Metering Display was presented in a workshop to get feedbacks from
involved stakeholders.
Traditional meters just measure the overall consumption of energy. In contrast
with traditional meters, the smart meters have the ability to frequently record the
energy consumption, transmit statistics regularly to both the providers and the
consumers by using their communication networks and network management systems
[1]-[3]. The smart meters can provide statistics of energy consumption on “In-House
Displays” (IHDs), installed in the consumers’ premises or on web interfaces of smart
meters. These statistics may be related to when and where the energy was consumed,
current and previous months’ billings and weather forecasts etc., [4]. These statistics
are according to peak/off-peak hours’ behaviors of the consumers to help them
managing their billing status as well as possibly improve their energy consumption
behaviors. Moreover, the involvement of consumers in operations of the energy
providers can make them alert towards check and balance on provided services by the
energy providers. In the near future electricity, gas, heating, and cooling providers will
have the tendency to encourage the utilization of smart metering for management of
their business activities and consumers’ demands. Simply the smart metering provide
reliable environment [6] through its real time feedbacks for both the energy providers
and the consumers. [1], [5], [7]
A District Heat System (DHS) uses a central heating plant to produce and
distribute hot water. It is connected with consumers’ premises to provide them hot
water and space/building heating facilities. Variations in the consumption of heat
energy depends on different factors like variation in energy prices, living standards,
environmental/climatic effects and economical conditions etc., [8]-[10]. These factors
can be manage successfully by extending the display of currently used smart heat
meters. It can facilitate the energy providers and the consumers for managing their
business and household activities respectively in a better way. Study of Mahapatra and
Gustavsson [11] on Swedish citizens analyzes that large number of house owners
adopt the DH in their homes. Due to convenience of DHE mechanism and its cost
effectiveness, the DHE system is spreading worldwide towards a bright future [13]. It
is expected that in coming years the DHE will not only help to reduce energy bills for
the residential consumers, but it will also help the energy provider to save scarce
energy resources and enable them to serve the consumers better in peak hours.
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Following is the overview of chapters presented in this report:
Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:

Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 7:

Chapter 8:
Chapter 9:

District Heating and Smart Metering
Describes the literature study related to research topic.
Problem Definition
Describes the problem definition, aims and objectives of our
conducted research.
Research Methodology
Describes the research methodology for conducted research.
Interview
Describes the actual conduction and analysis of interviews’
data.
Extended Smart Metering Display
Describes the development of the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display.
Workshop
Describes the workshop conduction process and results
obtained from it.
Discussion and Assessing Validity
Describes the discussion on results obtained from interviews
and workshop, and assessment of validity on work done.
Conclusion
Describes the answers of the research questions.
Future Work
Describes the possible future works on conducted research.

References and appendices are presented at the end of this report.
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CHAPTER 1: DISTRICT HEATING AND SMART
METERING
DHE systems have been around for a long time; Johansson [14] states that these
have a history of being successfully used in Europe, America and Asia since many
decades. Popularity of DHE systems is also proved in Sweden due to their financial
and environmental benefits. However, several studies indicate a potential for
optimized network/processes of DHE for its further improvement [6], [14]-[17].

1.1

District Heating (DH)
Heat energy plays an important role in protecting us from bad environmental
conditions and enables us to perform our daily activities smoothly [12]. Consumption
of heat energy increases for those living in colder regions with longer winters in
Europe, America, Canada and Asia. Internal heating of buildings and provision of hot
water enables us to be indoors without being overloaded by heavy winter garments and
it help us to meet daily activities such as taking baths/showers and washing clothes. It
is stated by Mahapatra and Gustavsson [10] that different types of heating systems like
resistance heaters, oil and pallet boilers, electric heaters, radiators and brine/water
based heat pumps are in use to fulfill residential heating requirements. But they claim
that DHS is an innovative and often better heating system, becoming popular with the
passage of time [10].
Furthermore Johansson [14] states that DHE is not a new heating system; it has a
history of being used in many regions during decades with similar heating methods
[19]. DHSs were initially developed in the United States (US) during 1880s, when
buildings were primarily heated by a centrally located boiler. European countries,
particularly Germany followed in adopting the central heating system during 1920s. In
Sweden, roots of such central heating systems initiated from the year 1878 when
Sabbatsberg hospital (Stockholm) and surrounding areas were heated by a central
heating source. In 1948, Sweden introduced its first public owned DHS in Karlstad.
After that, other main cities of Sweden such as Malmo, Norrkoping, Gothenburg,
Sundbyberg, Stockholm, Linkoping and Vasteras also took the DHS initiative.
However, the most significant growth of DHSs began in Sweden during the 1960s.
[18], [20], [21], [23]

1.1.1

Distribution Structure

Heat production units, distributed network(s) of pipes and consumers are the
elements of DHE. Water is heated in central production unit(s) and then pumped into
distribution networks (i.e. primary networks), which on the other end are connected
with consumers’ distribution network(s) (i.e. secondary network(s)). A primary
distribution network consist of two pipe lines; one is used for providing hot water to
secondary network(s) and the other for returning of comparatively of cold water from
secondary network (s) [6], [14], [15]. The temperature range of hot water in a pipe to a
consumer is higher as compared to the temperature range in pipes returning from
houses. On reaching the consumer’s site called “Customer Substation”, DHE
consumers’ uses their own secondary distribution network(s) to supply hot water
inside the building for tap water and space/building heating. For that a substation uses
heat exchanger(s) to forward the received hot water from primary network to
secondary network [6], [14], [15], [19].
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1.1.2

DHE Generation Fuels/Sources

The energy providers obtain advantages of saving expensive and non-environment
friendly fuels to protect the environment through the use of DH [12], [24]. One of the
primary fuels used is “industrial waste heat” [6], [18]. It relies on a technology to make
use of wasted heat into useful fuel for DHE generation. Such primary sources/fuels do
not add to polluted water or release of harmful gases into the atmosphere. Due to the
use of these fuels water in DHE generation plant remains clean but its temperature
increases. Table 1 show the different types of cheap/primary and expensive/secondary
fuels which can be used to generate DHE [9], [14], [17], [22]:

Table 1: Fuels used to generate DHE
Cheap/Primary
Expensive/Secondary
DHE Generation Fuels
DHE Generation Fuels
Waste heat generated during industrial
operations
Wood biomass/wood fuel
Straw
Sewer
Peat (obtained from peat bogs)
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)

1.1.3

Oil
Coal
Nuclear energy
Natural gas
Solar energy
Geothermal energy

DH in Sweden

Industrial progress enhances living standards and consequently use of DHE has
also increased in recent years. Ericsson [18] indicates in his study about continuous
increase in the production of DHE in Sweden and makes an account of different fuels
used for its production process from 1960 to 2007 [18]. People living in multidwellings satisfactorily use DHE for their heating needs. The fraction of DHE used
for non-residential premises is higher as compared to one and two dwelling buildings.
[18], [19], [30]
Moreover, [14] highlight that Swedish population is renowned to be nature loving
and concerned about practically protecting it; this fact is seen as a considerable
contributor to the success of DH in Sweden. Environment friendly, low cost generation
as well as the distribution methods of DH also makes it acceptable to adopt [14].
Furthermore [10] state that Swedish policy is to increase energy efficiency by using
natural resources of energy generation instead of using oil and electricity for heat
generation [10]. According to SweHeat & Cooling1 DH contributed significantly in
reducing the Carbon dioxide (CO2) emission rate to the environment [12], [31], [33]

1.1.4

Consumer Types and Services

There are two main types of DHE’s consumers. Industrial consumers are those
which use DHE services for their industrial processes [3], [13]. These DHE consumers
are normally facilitated by steam [13], [15], [18] but other services such as building
heating and hot tap water are also used by them [13], [15], [18]. On the other hand we
have residential consumers of DHE. They use DHE services for their residential needs
[3], [13]. These consumers may be living in single family houses or in apartments of
small or large sized buildings. They need basically building/space heating and hot tap
water [13], [15], [18] services of DHE.

1

SweHeat – Welcome: http://www.sweheat.com/
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1.1.5

Needs to Adopt DHE

DHE is considered as the most appropriate alternative of heat and power
generation in regards to economy, finance and global environment protection [18].
According to Ghafghazi et al. [9] educated and skilled staff manages and maintain the
operations of DHE. Moreover round the clock monitoring, maintenance mechanism
and system backup facilities of DHE makes it acceptable to adopt [9].
In addition to the above, DHE has “convenient and competitive” prices as
compared to other types of heat energy systems [9], [18]. DHE has almost fixed
energy prices or least variation in the energy prices because of flexible fuel mix.
Various types of cheap and expensive fuels (read section 1.1.2) are available for DHE
generation. Ericsson [18] states that it depends upon energy providers to use cheap fuel
e.g. biomass instead of expensive fuel e.g. oil. On the other hand, Mahapatra and
Gustavsson [10] indicated other types of heating systems for which consumers need to
purchase and store fuels in their house/apartment for heating but this is not in the case
of DHE. DHS provides continuous supply of energy and increase the participation of
DHE consumers in developing the policies for energy conservation.
Mahapatra and Gustavsson [10] identifies that DHE system can also be adopted
by the consumers due to dissatisfaction from previously used other heating system(s).
Dissatisfaction may be caused by higher monthly or annual costs, low performance
and/or high failure rates of other types of heating systems. DHE facilitate the
consumers by saving expenses of buying own boilers and there is no need to reserve a
place for installing boilers. Due to DHE, consumers do not need to worry about system
maintenance and problems, overall they pay lower operational and maintenance costs.
Furthermore consumers can adopt DHE due to its environment friendly operations.
As we know, the emission of GHGs like CO2, methane and nitrous oxide etc., in the
atmosphere, cause changes in the global climate. DHE is an environment friendly
method of heat generation which emits less harmful gases in our atmosphere, as
compare to other methods of generating heat energy [9], [10], [18], [42]

1.2

Energy Demand Management and Consumer
Behavior
To compare the distribution and consumption sides of DHE, primary attention has
been paid to improve the production side of DHE [14]. Although in this study, we have
proposed an Extended Smart Metering Display to improve the energy economy
through better energy consumption behaviors of the residential consumers.
During discussion with the representative of smart heat meters’ manufacturer, we
came to know there are two durations in daily cycling of DHE provision which are
called peak/load hours e.g., once it occurs in the morning around 7AM and secondly it
occurs again around 7PM in the evening as well [6]. During first peak hours’ period,
most people get up for their daily living and start consume more energy. In educational
institutions, at offices, factories, shopping centers etc., the beginning of activities
increases ventilation and heat demands in these hours. A similar demand situation of
peak hours happens in the evening during dinner time.
Variations in the energy consumption during peak or high energy cost hours are
not in the favor of the energy providers [6], [30]. The study of Barelli et al. [12] states
that there is a significant variation of energy demand during peak hours. Their study
explains the interest of the energy providers to lower down the variations in energy
consumption during peak hours. Other than that, during wintertime when overall heat
demand increases the energy providers need to use even more of expensive backup
plants. So, variation in energy consumption due to wintertime low temperature, or due
to consumers usual behavior, cause the use of expensive fuels like oil and natural gas
to run backup plants [46]. However, it is not a wise idea to install a very expensive
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plant or extend an existing plant to match higher variations of energy in peak hours.
Instead, it is preferred to lower peak demands, which cost less [44], [45], [47], [51].
Consequently, the energy providers want to minimize the variation in energy
consumption. One obvious approach is to create incitements that will make the
consumers change their behavior and do energy demanding activities (e.g. washing,
showering etc) during off-peak hours. However, in order to minimize the variation it is
also interesting to reduce the energy consumption in general for each consumer. The
reason for this is that the Central Limit Theorem [52], [54], [67] tells us that the
variance of 100 consumers that use 2kwh each on average is lower than the variance of
50 consumers that use 4 kwh each on average. This means that from the energy
providers’ perspective it is good if we can lower the energy consumption of each
consumer and connect more consumers to the same provider.
Since the smart metering technology has emerged in DH, may be a change of
consumer behavior becomes a possible way to reach more even levels of energy
demand. Moreover, a study conducted by Kiani and Annaswamy [55] explain the use
of smart meters in energy systems. They indicated that the use of smart meters in
energy systems could be helpful to manage energy congestions and variations of
energy demands in peak hours by changing the consumers’ behavior. According to [6],
it is a “win-win” situation for the energy providers and the consumers to get awareness
about heat loads in peak hours. So, motivating the consumers to change their energy
behavior in peak hours could be in favor of the energy providers as compared to install
high cost new energy generation plant(s) or to extending the existing plants.
In addition to the above, De Groot et al. [25] investigate various aspects of
residential consumption for determining the capability of energy saving. They state
that the capability of consumed energy of consumers can be determined by their set
values of heating temperature. It is further stated in [25] that when a residential
consumer keeps record of her/his energy consumption then the set temperature values
becomes lower with the passage of time. This reduces the energy consumption. On the
other hand the type of thermostat does induce a consumer to set a value of
temperature. It is also observed [25] that the demand of hot water is varied by bath
and shower habits of the inhabitants of a house. Families with children under 5-years
of age have higher hot water consumption and as a child grows her/his bath use
decreases and shower use increases. The number of family members living in a
house/apartment increase or decrease the energy consumption e.g. a greater number of
persons in a house raises the use of washing machines and dryers. Energy conscious
consumers use heat energy more carefully but they do not change their bath and
shower habits [25].
According to Dalla Rosa and Christensen [59], energy demands could be varied
due to the changes occurring in human behaviors. Before the analysis of Dalla Rosa
and Christensen, a Dutch research on energy consumption behaviors of residential
consumers, conclude that despite houses have devices to control the energy
consumption, people living there do not care for energy usage, which increase their
level of energy consumption [25]. Vringer [26] analyzed that the energy consumption
behavior of 2800 families, varies on the basis of overall income and expenses, family
size and age of main resident living in a house. This study concludes that an increase
in income can increase energy consumption. It is not possible to describe all the energy
variants with respect to income level, but according to [26], the most significant
behavior is motivated by saving energy. The energy consumption rate is higher in
families which do not have motivation to save energy [26].
Furthermore Uitdenbogerd [27] states that individual energy consumption
behavior has an impact on the “micro level”, but changes affect the results on the
“macro level”. Support of government in managing energy demands can also be
helpful in achieving long term objectives of energy saving [25].
Uitdenbogerd [27] also conclude that improved energy consumption feedback to
energy consumers, help in self-management of their energy computation. The more
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beneficial factor is “in-depth coaching” of consumer routines in an easier way; which
can lead to long term effects of energy saving. According to Uitdenbogerd [27] the
change in energy consumption habits of a consumer depends upon following 3 factors:

1. Awareness
Help the consumers to comprehend what is happening presently and what would
be possible through their improved energy behavior.

2. Feedback
Help the consumers with extended feedback on their energy consumption and
saving efforts.

3. Easy Accessibility
Help in coaching consumers of improving their energy behavior.
In addition to above Jelsma [56] indicate that only changing the consumers’
energy consumption behavior cannot result positively, until it gets support from
improved technology. Three socio-technical aspects in support of Jelsma’s description
are the practical use of artifacts in a sufficient manner, to improve human-technology
interaction, and empirically validate the usage of practically used artifacts [56].
Moreover involvement of the consumers and other related stakeholders in research
help to get viewpoints of all the relevant parties. Sometimes simple design/pattern or
feedback is difficult to understand by the consumers, so their involvement in initially
designing or extending previous designs is important [60]. Studies on US residents
living in buildings for their air-conditioning usage reveal that most of the residents
were not aware about the proper usage i.e. temperature setting. They just use ON and
OFF buttons for air-conditioning due to their lack of understanding about the
equipment they are using [25]. Karjalainen and Koistinen [28] conducted a similar
study on the Finnish population working in offices. About half of the participants were
not aware of temperature settings of the system. The reasons for such disability were
difficulty in accessing the equipment to change its settings, less or no knowledge about
the equipment, and miss-conception in usage of equipment and information available
on it [61].
It is further concluded in [25] that the motivation to save energy has vital impact
on real energy saving behaviors of the people living in the same house. Technological
designs or the display of energy devices, need to be improved to increase consumers
knowledge and their energy consumption/saving behaviors.

1.3

Smart Metering
According to the studies conducted by De Groot et al. [25] smart grids, smart
meters and smart appliances play an important role in efficient energy use and
management of daily energy demands. The United States Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) declares a smart metering or “advanced metering” definition as
[2]:
“Advanced metering is a metering system that
records customer consumption (and possibly other parameters)
hourly or more frequently and that
provides for daily or more frequent transmittal of measurements
over a communication network to a central collection point”
The definition explains that the advanced metering does not merely provide billing
details but it is a measurement and collection system which performs over certain time
periods [2]. Under this system a consumer gets frequent indications of her/his energy
consumption and transmittal of consumption details to a central station.
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1.3.1

Smart Metering Elements

Smart or advanced metering does not merely provide billing details but it is
primarily a measurement and collection system. In-House Displays (IHDs) and/or load
management devices can exist at the consumers’ end to provide them with current
energy related updates; considered as external elements of smart metering [2]. The
internal elements of smart metering consist of meter, communication network and
network management system [2], [29].

1.3.2

Meters Used in Smart Metering

Generally there are two common types; accumulation and interval meters, used in
smart metering [2], [3], [32]:

1. Accumulation Meters
These are electromechanical meters, which record the energy consumption with
the passage of time. Meters require reading by meter readers in specified durations.

2. Interval Meters
These types of meters record energy consumption with pre-set intervals of time
like 5 minutes to 1 hour interval. In future, reading time interval of these meters will
also be reduced to 1 minute or less [63]. These meters have capability to present
various energy costs with respect to different hours of the day i.e. peak and off-peak
hours. Commonly used interval meters are:
 Meters which can support Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) e.g. [3] “Bubble
up meters” has capability to broadcast metering data automatically after specific
intervals. “Wake up meters” has the capability to broadcast metering data on receiving
a certain signal from transceiver
 Meters that can support Automated/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
e.g. Smart Meters.
Furthermore, Soergel [3] states that replacement of accumulation/electromechanical meters with AMR meters reduce the operational costs and increase the
consumers’ satisfaction levels on services of energy providers by providing accurate
bills. Metering data from AMR meters are normally collected by certain devices;
installed in a vehicle that passes slowly all the way from houses or buildings which
have these meters. The other methods of data collecting from these AMR meters are to
use handheld devices or to collect data from long distance through a wireless
infrastructure. [3]

AMI vs. AMR Meters
AMI meter provides the smart metering, following are some of the differences
between AMI and AMR supporting meters [3], [34], [35], [60], [64]:
1. AMI meters provide two way communications between energy consumers and
energy providers, where as AMR meters provide one way communication.
2. AMI meters calculate the energy consumption frequently e.g. hourly or subhourly where as AMR supporting meters normally calculates monthly
consumption.
3. The AMI meters have the capability to guide the consumers how to manage
energy consumption in higher or lower energy consumption hours but AMR
meters do not.
4. These AMI meters can also have connection with thermostat and other devices
present in house and provides guidance for their economical usage but AMR
supporting meters do not have this feature.
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1.3.3

Smart Meters

Smart meters not only have the interval metering capability but also have the
capability for one or two way communication between energy providers and
consumers [2], [32], [34], [35].
Moreover the communication mechanism associated with smart meters provides
the capability of automated meter readings, which makes remote meter reading
possible. There is no need of meter readers, for physical data collection or data
collection vehicles or data collection equipment installation outside the buildings. By
using this facility, energy providers got ability of remote connection and disconnection
of service i.e. capacity controller. This technology is also helpful in offering separate
interface for load controlling of devices i.e. remote switching, update setting and
defect monitoring [34], [61].
Corssley [2] indicate that the energy providers can also monitor energy theft i.e.
detection of meter tampering. He also indicates that the consumers get the update
information on their display like energy consumption, cost incurred and current tariff
etc.

1.3.4

Impact of Smart Meters’ Feedback on Energy Efficiency

Other than above, various types of energy consumption feedbacks impose different
levels of energy saving impacts on the behaviors of the consumers [43], [60]. Studies
[22], [36], [37], [62] states that response of computer display on household energy
consumption, helps deducting household energy consumption up to remarkable extend.
Moreover response on energy consumption behavior helps the consumers to keep an
eye on consumption of other types of energies at homes, about which feedbacks cannot
be provided [38], [61].
Furthermore the delayed responses or feedbacks on energy consumption may not
effect as progressively as compared to instant reports on specific task [39], [40].
Instant reports of energy consumption stimulate the consumer on how much energy
she/he has consumed to perform a specific task. So next time the consumers can be
more motivated to alter their energy consumption i.e. responses become the reason to
change their energy consumption behavior [43].

1.4

Smart Meters and DHE

1.4.1

Potential of the Display of Smart Meters

Smart meters have the potential to facilitate energy providers and consumers by
providing quality services. Updated data obtained from these meters can help the
energy providers in analyzing energy consumption in different operational regions.
They can calculate expected consumption in specific or all regions in different times
and enable them to resolve services related problems; consequently keeping their
customers satisfied [3], [34], [62]. Smart metering is a reliable metering system [3],
[29], [35], provides accurate and timely readings and billings [2]. Soergel [3] states
that a smart meter’s system might reduce meter reading and bill provision costs. One
prominent feature is the capability to send data automatically to energy providers and
they can send back the bills directly to consumers through these meters.
Soergel [3] also indicated that the energy providers can protect their revenues,
analyze the meters and provide defined consumption reports to the consumers [3].
According to Corssley [2] there are lower entry costs for new energy providers and
retailers in the business, as the smart metering enable consumers to select energy
providers in the market. On the other hand consumers can get lower energy prices due
to competition among the energy providers [2]. It can also help the energy providers in
managing their assets in an efficiently way [65].
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Furthermore, the smart meters can promote energy efficient behaviors of
consumers by their displayed information. Various types of real time information [34],
[63] in the form of text, numbers and/or graphs can be presented on meter display,
based upon types of smart meters. Other than that Choi et al. [4] claims that the energy
efficient behavior of energy consumers can be achieved by facilitating them with
cumulative billing.
In addition to the above, Vasconcellos [41] identify that different types of
previous, current and future energy consumption/saving feedback can help the
consumers in this regard as well. Availability of historical, real time and forecasted
energy consumption/saving feedbacks on peak and off-peak hours with Time Of Use
(TOU) and Day of Use (DOU) tariffs etc., [34], [35], [66] stimulate the consumers to
adopt energy efficient behavior [4], [41], [62], [65].
Current hourly, daily, weekly and yearly feedbacks with comparison of historical
and future consumptions in terms of units consumed and money can also be helpful in
DHE saving at homes [66]. These feedbacks may be related to exact time and date
information of consumed energy with prices of energy at that specific duration of time
[4], [41].
Besides above the smart meters can not only be helpful for normal consumers but
their audio and high resolution alerts can also facilitate disabled consumers equally [4],
[41].Other services of smart meters for consumers can relate to assist consumers with
multiple bill payment modes, customize options for bill payment dates and provision
of Green House Gases (GHGs) emission rate due to their energy consumption levels
[31].

1.4.2

Currently used Smart Heat Meters in DHE

In DHE, different heat meters measure various parameters depending upon the
energy consumption level and quality of the network used for DH. According to new
requirements, the meters may have extra slots for various option boards. These can be
related to communication system of DHE, energy prices, types of inputs/outputs and to
increase data log capability of the meter etc.
Energy measurement in DH consists of heat meters, temperature sensors (with
resistance thermostat) and flow sensors. Heat meters depend upon temperature and
flow sensors to calculate and then display information. These meters measure the
difference between temperature values (obtained from temperature sensors) on each or
combination of flow pulse(s) (obtained from flow sensors).
In addition to above, heat meters in DH requires the accurate measurement of
temperatures through specifically designed and approved (under certain standard) pair
of temperature sensors for energy measurement2. These sensors are used to measure
the temperature of water flowing in a house/apartment and also to measure the
temperature of water flowing out from a house/apartment. Currently used smart meter
not only displays the temperature values of in-flow and out-flow but also calculate and
then display the difference between in-flow and out-flow temperatures to assist energy
calculations.
The flow sensor consists of two ultrasonic transducers. Two sound signals are used
to send simultaneously in these transducers towards and against the directions of water
flow. A sound signal which moves towards the flow direction reaches earlier to a
transducer as compare to the sound signal move against the flow direction. Time
difference of these two signals reaching their destination gives measurement of the
flow velocity. This measurement of flow velocity is then translated into volume flow
which helps the heat meter for energy calculation. For example, 1 pulse generated for
every 10-liters of water running through the sensors (for reference, read Email-1 in
2

Temperature sensors for heat and cooling meters, optimal solutions for every size of constructions:
http://www.elstermetering.com/downloads/PT100_D_0901e_0710.pdf
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appendix E). Higher the pulse value on a current display depicts the higher
consumption of hot water in that house/apartment. Furthermore the measurement of
pulses from flow sensors takes dynamic behavior depending upon the time intervals
between two pulses. If the time interval between two pulses is less than five seconds
then pulse measurement takes place on every fifth second. On the other hand if the
time duration between pulses is longer than sixty seconds then measurement of pulses
takes place on every sixtieth second.
According to Manneklint (for reference, read Email-1 in appendix E) base data for
metering available on the display of current heat meters are accumulated volume (m3),
temperatures (0C) readings of flow and return pipes as well as difference between flow
and return pipes, flow (m3/h), accumulated energy (kWh), pulse values, flow sensor
placing (high or low temperature), error codes, time and date etc. Table 2 shows the
extraction of display elements with associated sequence numbers from 1 to F and value
numbers in a specific smart meter (SVM F4). A combination of sequence number and
value number of related display makes a unique identifier of each display on the meter
(see figure 1).

Table 2: Sequence numbers and associated display information of the SVM F43
smart heat meter
Sequence
Value No.
Display Description
No.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
---

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
---

3

7

3
---

x
---

4

7

4
5
5
--9
9
---

x
0
1
--0
1
---

Accumulated energy (Default position)
Accumulated volume according to flow sensor
Display test
Accumulated volume for pulse input 1, [m3]
Accumulated volume for pulse input 2, [m3]
Error code
Error time, [Minutes]
Momentary power
Momentary flow
High temperature, 0 decimals
Low temperature, 0 decimals
Temperature difference, 1 decimals
--Possible accumulated error time, at the time of storage
account days, [Minutes]
Following account days registers (loop back)
--Possible accumulated error time, at the time of storage
account days, [Minutes]
Following monthly registers (loop back)
Operating time, [Hours]
Relevant date, [YYMMDD]
--ID option cared A
Status option card A
---

3

METRIMA, SVM F4 Calculator:
http://www.wms.nl/Downloads/Elster%20F4%20rekenwerk%20handleiding%20(E).pdf
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Sequence
No.

Value No.

A
--F

0
--0

1.4.3

Display Description
Sequence option card A
--Sequence option card F

Problems with Current Metering Display of DHE

Table 2 describes that currently used smart heat meter at the residential level
displays various information for the consumers, that shows the total number of
consumed units but consumers do not know from display that when and how much
energy they consumed in certain duration. The amount and quality of provided
feedbacks is not encouraging the consumers for changing their energy consumption
behaviors. There is also no concept of graphical outputs on these smart heat meters for
the consumers to report them about their previous or future energy consumption
details. So the consumers can not analyze that how much energy they have consumed
in previous hour, day, week or month and what was the energy price at that time. In
the same way, in the display of these meters, there is no energy related forecasts for
future billing based on current or previous energy consumption behaviors of the
consumers. Furthermore, the smart meters presently provided to the residential
consumers of DHE do not have any type of energy consumption comparisons on their
display e.g. have no comparisons of own previous and/or forecasted consumptions
with standard/own consumption levels.
In addition to above, currently provided information on the display of smart heat
meters is normally understandable by the consumer who has awareness of technical
terms (read table 2 and see figure 1) for some extent. In figure 1, we can see the
currently available display of a heat meter is of 7+2 digits. The 7 digits (i.e. 2345.678)
indicate consumption value and 2 digits (i.e. 10) indicate the identity of display
sequence of the presented values i.e. first digit (i.e. 1) indicates sequence number and
second digit (i.e. 0) indicates sequence value of the display (for reference, read Email2 in appendix E). An ordinary consumer may not know what the consumption value
is. Is this value related to overall consumption or consumption from last billing date?
And what is sequence identity or pulse indicator? Simply stated it is difficult for the
consumers to interpret the display values and stimulate themselves to consume/save
DHE at houses/apartments.
Sequence
value

Sequence
number
Pulse and error
indicator

Display
labels

Value unit
indicator
Consumption
value

Figure 1: Display of currently used smart heat meter SVM F4
Normally every person can understand the meaning of monetary values he/she is
paying for. However, the current display of heat meters does not provide information
about overall cost of the consumed energy or cost of the energy in a specific duration.
The consumers can not analyze from the current display information how much they
will pay against consumed energy or what is the price for current hour/day. The
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display has no support for the consumers with current tariff details and high or low
demand hours of DHE as well. These meters also do not have capability in provision
of the energy saving guidelines, it only depends upon a consumer’s own will or
motivation to which energy saving tips she/he will adapt to lower down the energy
consumption costs. Besides this, the display of these smart heat meters is not according
to the needs of disabled people; have no facility for high resolution graphics or audio
alerts for them. There is only one possibility to get on demand single backlight display,
which is also not a good support for disabled people. On the other hand these meters
also do not have support for special services like to get bill on consumers’ required
date instead of fixed dates or to pay the bill by consumer’s own choice of method.
Furthermore, there is no option on the display for the consumers to get
notifications of the energy failure or up gradation etc., from the energy providers.
Instead the display of these meters has certain error codes on the display sequences
number 15, 37, 47 and 74. These error codes are presented in three hexadecimal
numbers and each have further four error codes. A consumer needs to follow a special
method to interpret the meaning of each error code. But, it is difficult for the
consumers to interpret the meaning of each error code by using the special method.
From the above mentioned display information of SVM F4 heat meter and other
types of currently available smart heat meters in DH, it is analyzed that display of
these heat meters is not fully equipped with the capability to help consumers for
adopting good energy consumption behaviors.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBLEM DEFINITION
2.1

Problem Definition
Increasing generation costs of energies like electricity, heat, gas etc., and extended
use of natural resources, lack of management to generate and use of these energies will
most likely cause shortage of energies in the future. In most cases the consumers do
not have awareness about the energy consumption and saving in a best way. However,
for the residential consumers, the energy saving experts are normally the family
members living in house/apartment. They may have more or less knowledge about
how they can efficiently use energy (i.e. DHE) at their houses/apartments in order to
reduce their energy bills. They need some expert, reliable method/tool which guide
them for better consuming the energy in peak and off-peak hours or simply we can say
to save the energy in high and low prices hours.
We have described in section 1.4 that currently used display of smart heat meters
for the residential consumers (i.e., people living in apartments or single family houses)
of DHE is not rich enough to motivate the consumers for adopting efficient DHE
consumption behavior. For that, we need to find out how good behavior can be
supported and how it is financially beneficial for DHE providers. The proposed
extension of existing smart metering display for residential consumers might help them
to minimize their monthly bills and it can provide more financial benefits to DHE
providers. In addition to this consumer might also get real time energy consumption
and saving information according to peak and off-peak energy consumption hours. The
mentioned problem in this research area was indicated in a meeting with our university
advisor, examiner and Jan-Evert Manneklint as an external advisor. Jan-Evert
Manneklint is an expert in smart heat meters’ manufacturing for DHE; he is a Chief
Technology Officer (CTO) in SVM-Metering AB, Karlskrona (for reference, read
Email-3 in appendix E).

2.2

Aims and Objectives
The basic aim of the study is to extend existing smart metering display for efficient
use of DHE at residential level. Better display of smart metering for the energy
consumption is assumed to improve consumer behavior in terms of more even levels
and possibly lower total consumption of energy. To achieve the aim above, our
objectives are:
1. Construction of the energy consumption/saving guidelines for the accepted
consumer behavior, proposed by the energy providers.
2. Analysis of financial benefits, which can be expected through better consumer
behavior.
3. Analysis of consumer behavior and how it can be better supported.
4. Using extracted consumer behavior guidelines to design the Extended Smart
Metering Display for improving energy economy.

2.3

Research Questions

Research Question 1 (RQ1) is our main RQ where as the RQs 1a, 1b and 1c are its
supportive RQs. By getting the answers of supportive RQs, we became able to answer our
main RQ. Following are the main and supportive RQs of this thesis research:
RQ 1: For improved energy economy - how can the energy providers give useful
feedback to the consumers so that the consumers' energy consumption becomes more
even and thus also more favorable from the providers perspective?
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RQ 1a: What consumer behaviors do the energy providers prefer, in order for
them to minimize the variation of energy consumption during peak periods, and
thus being able to minimize costly peak production capacity?
RQ 1b: What financial improvements can be the result of better consumer
behavior in peak hours for the energy providers?
RQ 1c: How can Smart Metering measurements be better understood by the
consumers?

2.4

Expected Outcomes
This study had following outcomes:
1. Guidelines of good consumer behavior for DHE consumption/saving at
residential level.
2. Description of financial improvements obtained by the energy providers from
good energy consumption behavior of DHE consumers.
3. A new way to support better consumer behavior.
4. Proposed Extended Smart Metering Display for improved energy economy.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A research methodology is a process or special technique used to reach upon
specified aims and objectives of the proposed research. It is very important to select an
appropriate research methodology for achieving reliable results with an acceptable
quality. In this thesis research a mixed methodology [57] is used. Figure 2 describes
the flow of the planned research process:
Interviews

Background
Study

Findings

Research
Question 1a

Research
Question 1b

Research
Question 1c

Feedback

Evaluation

Discussion and
Conclusion

Results

Workshop
(Manufacturer, Energy
Providers and Consumers)

Figure 2: Research process
For RQs 1a, 1b and 1c qualitative methodology i.e. background study and
interviews were conducted. So, obtained diversify but rich data that covered different
aspects of this research to find energy consumption patterns in related people. The
findings from interviews provided us with the current energy consumption/saving
requirements for the residential consumers and detail of financial benefits which DHE
providers could get due to good energy consumption behaviors of the residential
consumers. Interviews’ findings lead us to get needed/real measurable ranges of
energy consumption to present on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display i.e.
RQ1. Furthermore, to evaluate our research work we have conducted a workshop. The
suggestions and findings obtained from the workshop session are discussed in chapter
6.

3.1

Discussion and Visits
We have conducted a discussion with the representative of smart heat meters’
manufacturer for initial discussion on research topic. After discussion, two visits were
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arranged in SVM Metering AB, Karlskrona4 where we have practically observed the
manufacturing units of smart heat meters and software system (MCom4) that is used to
manage operations of smart heat meters in DHS. These visits and discussion helped us
for developing basic but practical knowledge of smart metering products and services
currently in use.

3.2

Background Study
As we have already conducted discussions with the representative of heat meters’
manufacturer, and visited a company to observe the manufacturing and functioning
units of heat meters, still there is a need to know in detail which work has been made
by others related to our research problem.
Keeping above motivation in mind, a background study was conducted for
developing our further understanding about smart metering display, DH, consumer
behaviors for the energy consumption and benefits associated by the consumers’
changed behavior due to smart metering display. We have used certain keywords and
search strings for finding data about conducted research. Searched keywords were
smart meter/metering/smart heat meter, district heating/heat energy, district heating
consumer behavior, DHE providers/consumers/financial benefits, smart meter inhouse/home display, etc. On the basis of background study we have obtained detailed
understanding of research area and became aware of previous work in this field [4].
We have used Inspect, IEEE, Scopus and Science Direct databases for searching
through Electronic Library Information Navigator (ELIN) of Blekinge Institute of
Technology (BTH) to access research papers, journals, articles and online books. As
the research topic was related to daily life utility, so we have also founded related data
on websites of different manufacturers, services and utility providers. For managing
the reference used in this thesis, we have used the “Zotero” as a reference management
tool.

3.3

Interviews
This thesis is about daily life utilities, i.e. related to DHE, resources a person
can use in different ways round the clock. Since it has not been possible to observe
directly the daily activities of DHE providers, or energy consumption/saving behaviors
of the consumers in their homes/apartments, we have conducted interviews. These
helped us to develop a deeper understanding of the problem matter and clarify the
objectives of our. In this way, by creating a discussion environment with the
interviewees, we insisted to share energy consumption experiences with us and
through follow up question we were also provided future requirements. It would
probably not have been possible to obtain such a detailed material with other research
methods like observation attempts or an ordinary questionnaire survey.
We have conducted interviews with the representatives of smart heat meters’
manufacturer, DHE providers and consumers. All the interview sessions were recorded
for later reference of discussed matters and to get findings from them. These
interviews were the step to get updated views for extending the existing smart
metering display. Further details of interviewees and interviews are available in
chapter 4 and appendices A and B.

3.4

Extended Smart Metering Display
On the basis of previously conducted steps (read sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) we have
proposed the Extended Smart Metering Display as an output of the research done.

4

Kamstrup SVM AB: http://www.svmmetering.se/
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Further detail of the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display is available in chapter
5 and appendix C.

3.5

Workshop
To evaluate our research work, we have conducted a workshop. Evaluation
would also have been possible through an experiment. But due to time limitations i.e.
a tight schedule of the DHE providers as well as non-availability of the real system on
which we could perform an experiment, we organized a workshop. For further
evaluation we have also sent an evaluation request on the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display to member companies of Swedish District Heating Association i.e.,
Svensk Fjärrvärme5.
Participants of the workshop were the representatives of smart heat meters’
manufacturer, DHE providers and consumers. In addition other participants were also
participated in the workshop such as the consumers using other types of heating
systems in their homes/apartments, we the authors of this report, university and
external advisors. We have presented the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display
to get the responses of workshop participants. Further detail of the workshop
processes is available in chapter 6 and appendices A and D.

5

Våra medlemsföretag – Svensk Fjärrvarme: http://www.svenskfjarrvarme.se/Om-oss/Varamedlemsforetag/
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CHAPTER 4: INTERVIEW
Hossler & Vesper states that interview is a source of data collection in which we
can investigate a matter in a comprehensive way. Interaction between the interviewer
and interviewee is the source of knowledge about the matter(s) to be investigated.
Interviewer listen the interviewees for their real life experiences and gets suggestions
according to interviewees’ view points. [57], [58]
The conducted research was about daily life utilities i.e. related to DHE, which a
person can use in different ways round the clock. It was not possible to observe
directly the daily attitudes of DHE providers and energy consumption/saving
behaviors of the consumers in their homes/apartments, so we have conducted
interviews. During the interviews, all the interviewees provided information on the
basis of their previous experiences and we respond with follow up questions [57].

4.1

Purpose
According to Creswell [57] the purpose of conducting interviews is to collect
qualitative data. For this we have conducted interviews with the representatives of
smart heat meter manufacture, DHE providers and consumers to find answers to RQs
already mentioned in section 2.3.

4.2

Interviewee Selection
The background study explain that efforts has been made to get consumers’
opinions and values of their attitude in efficient energy consumption through the use of
smart meters [11], [25], [48]. Whole DHE system is managed mainly by DHE
providers for providing metering information in smart heat meters. Metering
capabilities are developed in smart meters by smart meters’ manufacturers, so we have
decided to involve the representatives of DHE providers and smart meter manufacturer
in this study. Furthermore, in [49] it is stated that the consumers are the significant
focus group to conduct the research related to smart meters, and accordingly we have
also involved the representatives of DHE consumers in this research. These consumers
are responsible for the energy consumption/saving in their homes and improvements in
their energy consumption behavior is the part of our research. All the interviewees
were selected on the basis of their previous experiences, active participation and desire
for efficient use of DHE in their residences. Table 3 shows the number of interviews
conducted related to each type of interviewee:

Table 3: Number of Interviews with each type of interviewee
Number of Interviews
01
02
05

4.3

Interviewee Type
Smart Meter Manufacturer
DHE Providers
DHE Residential Consumers

Instrument Used
All the interviews’ questions were designed on the basis of previous discussion,
company visits and mainly on the background study. Three types of
stakeholders/informants were involved in this study, so we have molded the designed
questions according to their perspectives but with the same theme. In all face to face
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and online unstructured/semi structured interviews, questions were divided into two
broad categories i.e. open ended and closed ended questions [57]. We have sent these
questions to the interviewees before actual conduction of the interviews, so they could
understand and answer them properly during the interview session. We have also
requested the interviewees to answer the close ended questions before the interviews to
save time for follow up/informal questions. To develop better understanding of
questions for Swedish people we have translated the questions in Swedish language.

4.4

Protocol Used
Places and times for the interviews were settled by sending an appointment request
to all the interviewees. Duration of the interviews was between 40 to 110 minutes.
Before starting each interview, we have always obtained permissions from the
interviewees for video recording of the session. In the start of every interview, one of
us has described the overview of whole research and purpose of the interview [57]. For
better understanding of each interview, one of us has taken notes for revision. At the
end of every interview, we have requested each interviewee to respond through email
on the interview findings. Furthermore we have also requested all the interviewees to
participate in a workshop for getting their responses on the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display.

4.5

Data Analysis
Systematic analysis of the interviews data was important to get quality output at
the end of research. As it is stated in [57], we have simultaneously started the data
analysis process during data collection. For analyzing the data obtained from the
interviews, we have used six generic steps described by Creswell [57] to perform
analysis on qualitative data:

Step1: Organize and prepare
Creswell [57] states that this step involves the transcribing of interviews. As the
interviews were recorded, so we have transcribed all the interviews i.e., converted into
a text file. It was a critical step so we have paid our full attentions while watching and
hearing the interviews’ recordings. This process has saved our time in later steps to
watch the interview recordings several times in order to obtain quality results.

Step2: General sense
For getting a general sense on the interviews’ data, it is required to read all the
transcribed data for understanding its complete meaning [57]. This step help us to
understand the meaning of answers obtained from the interviewees and it also gave us
ideas to use certain pieces of data in later steps.

Step3: Coding
It is a process to organize the obtained data into chunks of related data. The
purpose of this step was to arrange the data into different categories to help getting
meaning in later steps [57]. We have used a form designed in a spreadsheet tool i.e.
MS-Excel for this purpose. As we had a maximum of 13 face-to-face planned
interview questions against main and supportive RQs, so we have generated 13 codes.
Each code was indicating each interview question (read appendix A for the interview
questions).

Step4: Description
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This step involves getting the meaning from the coded data. It includes analyzing
the data for detailed information [57]. As the coded data was related to each RQ, so
each RQ became the main category or theme. It is stated in [57] that the number of
categories will be less than the number of codes, so we have obtained four categories
(i.e. according to our one main and three supportive RQs) from 13 codes.

Step5: Representation
This step is about how to represent the category or theme, for this preference is
given to present category or theme in passages, discussion or tables etc. The purpose is
to deliver the findings of analyzed data [57]. As it is already stated in step 3, we have
used a spreadsheet form for data extraction and analysis. The form helped us in 2folds. Firstly to extract data for each interviewee, it is converted it into text file and
sent for the interviewees’ validation. Secondly the form helped us in step 6 for
interpretation of the data for analysis.

Step6: Interpretation
This step relates with interpretation of data [57]. We have performed the
interpretation of data on the basis of our previously conducted studies i.e. discussion
and demonstration meetings, background study as well as personal observations during
the interview sessions. All the interpretations are described in chapter 5 in the form of
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display.

4.6

Findings
Findings obtained after analysis of the interviews’ data shows motivation of the
interviewees in extending the smart metering display. Following sections describes the
findings from all the interviews related to our research topic. For individual findings
obtained from each interviewee and interviewees detail read appendices A and B.

4.6.1

DHE Consuming/Saving Guidelines

All the interviewees provided data for DHE consumption/saving guidelines during
peak and off-peak hours for the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. These
guidelines are of the following types:

Bath and Shower Guidelines
We have found that almost all the interviewees were interested to save DHE at
their homes by following bath and shower guidelines. Most of the interviewees said
that taking short duration of shower is very good for efficient consumption/saving of
DHE in the homes. Other energy saving guideline suggested by most of the
interviewees was to take shower in off-peak hours. Some of the interviewees said that
taking bath in middle of the day or in evening before going to bed instead of in peak
hours is appropriate to save DHE in the homes. Another idea given by different
interviewees was not to keep the hot water running while taking bath/shower or
washing hands. An interviewee suggested to install a water-saving nozzle with the
shower could save hot water consumption. Another interviewee who had children
preferred to take bath with her kids or to provide limited water for bath and shower to
children could save DHE consumption. Use of small sized tub for taking bath was also
an idea for saving hot water consumption.

Cleaning Guidelines
The Interviewees presented cleaning guidelines for saving DHE at their homes.
According to some of the interviewees, it is better to start dish washing machine only
when it is full. Other interviewees suggested performing cleaning activities in off-peak
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hours or avoiding regular cleaning in peak hours. It was also suggested by one of the
interviewee to adjust the timer settings of a dish washer before starting it. An
interviewee said that if you are not using a dish washer in your home then do not let
the water run when washing-up.

Washing Guidelines
Washing is an activity performed in every home. The interviewees presented good
consumption/saving of DHE guidelines at their homes during washing activity. Most
of the interviewees said to start washing machine in homes/apartments only when it is
full. According to some of the interviewees; washing in off-peak hours is better than to
start washing in peak hours. It was also an idea of the certain interviewees to adjust the
washing machine timer in an appropriate level before starting the machine.
Furthermore the interviewees proposed to try washing clothes with low temperature
settings could save the energy consumption.

Heating Guidelines
Almost all of the interviewees seemed interested to get heating guidelines on the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display for saving DHE. Most of the interviewees
said to decrease indoor temperature as much as possible could save the heat
consumption at homes. The interviewees suggested putting on extra clothes if feeling
cold at homes could save the energy. It is not a better approach to open outer door
again and again to lose the heat. According to some of the interviewees it will be better
to care for house/apartment insulation. In addition to the above, the interviewees
suggested displaying insulation tips related to windows and floor insulation on smart
heat meters could save heat at homes. For saving the energy, the interviewees also
suggested turning down heat when consumers are going outside. Some of the
interviewees said that installing time thermostat for heaters and turning down the
temperature when there is hot/normal weather outside could help to save heating in the
homes. An interviewee share an interesting suggestion for keeping the whole house
warm is to turn-on ceiling fan in slow speed to spread heat in all over the house.

4.6.2

Financial Benefits for DHE Providers

Financial benefits are in the keen interest of DHE providers. Answering the
question related to financial benefits of DHE providers; most of the interviewees said
that the DHE providers will become able to attract/attach more consumers with the
same DHE plant without extending the plant’s energy generation capacity. Simply
stated the income of DHE providers will increase without increase in production of the
plants. According to some of the interviewees, use of expensive fuels to manage the
energy demand of peak hours will reduce due to good energy consumption behaviors
of the consumers. So the DHE providers will save the cost of using expensive fuels.
One of the interviewee also said that the DHE providers would also use their financial
benefits for conducting new research in their field and get more benefits.

4.6.3

Better Understanding of Smart Metering Information

According to most of the interviewees, comparing consumers’ own energy
consumption with some standard levels can help them better to understand their energy
consumption levels. Some of the interviewees suggested that comparisons of the
energy consumption with standard levels in the form of a curve/graph, percentage,
total consumption or in terms of money to indicate normal, below or high consumption
levels can be easier to understand by the consumers.
Indicting the consumption of peak hours, previous month or comparison with
similar family living in similar area can also be helpful to support good consumer
behavior of energy consumption. One of the interviewee said that the consumers’
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lower flow rates of water rate can help to support their good energy behavior. Another
interviewee suggests that smart meters can be helpful to support good consumer
behaviors.

4.6.4

Extended Smart Metering Display

From the interviews, we have found that all the interviewees are interested to get
billing detail and energy consumption feedbacks on the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display. For display detail related to billing; most of the interviewees
suggested to present cumulative as well as unit amounts with energy consumed in Kilo
Watt Hour (kWh) or Cubic Meters (m3). These interviewees were also interested in
real time tariff or TOU tariff detail to be added in billing detail on the display of future
smart heat meters. For the energy related feedbacks; we have founded that all the
interviewees proposed both the historical as well as forecasted information to display.
Historical feedbacks could contain hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and/or yearly
comparisons of consumption with some standard levels or with similar families.
According to some interviewees, comparison of the consumers’ own consumption of a
month with the same month of last year can also help to analyze the current
consumption level. One of the interviewee suggested the indicating of peak load
consumption on a consumer on monthly basis. According to most of the interviewees,
the forecasted feedbacks can include a goal comparison i.e. expected bill and weather
details. It was also suggested by some of the interviewees to display the feedbacks in
the form of graphs with some scale values like above or below the average.
In addition to the above, most of the interviewees are found interested to get
notifications from the energy providers. These can be related to alerts for metering
problems and over consumption etc. According to many interviewees, it would be
good to display GHGs emission detail on the display to guide the consumers on how
much gases they are adding to the atmosphere due to their consumption of energy at
home.
Moreover most interviewees preferred to display proposed indoor temperature
values according to peak and off-peak hours to alert for adjusting their indoor
temperature. We have also founded the interviewees were interested to present
emergency numbers, peak and off-peak hours’ load indicator, disability support
services, customize billing dates and bill payment modes as content of the proposed
Extended Smart Metering Display.
Table 4 summarizes the findings in categories of related answers from all the
interviewees. The more the number of interviewees answered in a similar manner for a
matter, it indicate the higher priority of that answer. For individual detailed description
of the interviewees and the findings from their interviews, read appendix B.
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Table 4: Summary of interview findings
RQs

Interviewee No.

Related Answers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Billing

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Feedbacks

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

Notifications

1, 4, 5, 6, 7

GHGs emission

1, 4, 6, 7, 8

Thermostat

4, 6, 7, 8

Emergency numbers

4, 5, 6, 7

Peak hours load indicator

1, 4, 7

Disability support

1, 4, 8

Customize billing dates

1, 4, 6

Bill payment modes

4, 5, 6, 7

Take short duration shower

1, 4, 6

Take shower in off-peak hours

3, 5, 7

Do not keep the water running-up while
taking bath/shower or washing hands

1, 4

Perform cleaning activities in off-peak hours

3, 5,

Do not keep the water flowing while cleaning

6, 7, 8

Start cleaning machine when it is full

3, 5, 6, 7, 8

Start washing machine when it is full

1, 4, 7

Washing in off-peak hours

1, 7

Start washing machine with timers

6, 8

Washing with low temperature

1, 3, 4

Lower down the indoor temperature as much
as possible

1, 4

Put on extra clothes

3, 4

Care for insulation

7, 8

Turn heat down when going out

1, 2, 3, 4

Attract/attach more consumers with same
plant without extending the plant’s energy
generation capacity

1, 3

Less use of expensive fuels to manage the
demand of peak hours

1, 5, 6, 7

Comparisons of own energy consumption
with some standard levels

RQ1

Bath and
Shower
guidelines

Cleaning
guidelines

RQ1a
Washing
guidelines

Heating
guidelines

RQ1b

RQ1c
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4.7

Data Validity
Creswell [57] state that the validity of findings obtained from interviews is
important in order to extract useful output at the end. High validity gives strength to
our research work and help to point on accuracy of the findings with respect to all the
involved informants and the researchers.
During the interviews we have adopted a strategy that after each reply of
interviewee, one of us has tried to repeat in simple words and according to his
understanding what the interviewee said. This practice has helped us to validate our
understanding.
We have also used member-checking method [58] to validate the findings obtained
from interviews. By following this method we have sent copies of interview findings
to their relevant interviewees, to find out if we have interpreted any piece of discussion
wrongly.
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CHAPTER 5: EXTENDED SMART METERING DISPLAY
On the basis of discussion and demonstration meetings with the representative of
smart heat meter manufacturer, literature study and interviews; we propose the
Extended Smart Metering Display. The most prominent new features are a special
color scheme, energy display units and keys for future smart heat meters of DHE.

5.1

Color Scheme
We propose a color scheme for the Extended Smart Metering Display to indicate
peak hours, off-peak hours and high, standard and below consumption levels:
• Green color indicates the standard/normal/efficient consumption level as well
as it is the indicator of off-peak hours.
• Red color indicates the over/high/inefficient consumption level as well as it is
the indicator of peak hours.
• Black color indicates the consumption level is very efficient.
Standard values for the energy consumption levels will be set by the government,
energy policy makers and/or DHE providers. Due to level comparisons based on the
color scheme, the consumers might instantly be able to analyze their energy
consumption status at a glance. The display especially figures out the total
consumption’s amount with help of extra large sized font to attract consumers’
attraction. Consumers having colorblindness or eye sightedness problems will be
served by disability support services like audio alerts and high resolution interfaces
available in these future smart heat meters.

5.2

Energy Unit
The energy consumption bill presents the total units consumed in Mega Watt Hour
(MWh) which is a larger unit than Kilo Watt Hour (kWh) i.e. 1000kWh is equal to
1MWh. Probably an ordinary consumer might not know the different between MWh
and kWh, so in future display of the smart meters, we propose to present the values of
consumed energy units in kWh instead of MWh to show consumed energy units in
higher precision. To show the currency value, we propose Swedish Kroner (SEK) for
easy understanding of amount for Swedes. For using internationally, the amounts
could also be presented in different international currencies.

5.3

Keys
We also propose three types of keys on the future smart heat meters; one “Menu
key” to get menu, four “Aero keys” to navigate among different types of displays and
one “OK key” that will be used for selecting options.

5.4

Extended Smart Metering Display
We propose five main information types of the Extended Smart Metering Display
to get answer of the main RQ. Table 5 describes the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display with names and associated type.

Table 5: Types and names of the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display
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Sr. No.
1

Display Type
Billing

Display Name
Default/Main Display
Bath and Shower Display
Cleaning Display
Washing Display

2

Guidance List
Heating Display
Notifications Display
Emergency Numbers Display
Previous Consumption Display

3

Feedbacks
Future Consumption Display

4

Gases Emission

GHGs Emission Display
Disability Support Display

5

Selection List

Customize Bill Dates Display
Bill Payment Modes Display

5.4.1

Billing

It is proposed as a default/main display. Where ever the consumers will navigate in
the meter, after a specified idle time the meter will automatically take the consumer
back on to this main display. It shows the consumers their current consumption level at
a glance.
This billing display is proposed in two ways; one with “Off-Peak Tariff and
Normal Consumption” display and the other with “Peak Tariff and Over
Consumption” display. Figure 3 describe the elements of default/main billing display
with off peak hour tariff and normal level consumption of a residential consumer. For
the display of peak tariff and over consumption read appendix C.
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Figure 3: Main/Default Display with Off Peak Tariff and Normal Consumption

5.4.2

Guidance List

This type of display provides real time lists of guidance/tips according to the
requirements of peak and off-peak hours’ consumption behaviors by the DHE
providers. We propose six displays under this type of display (see table 5). Here we
only describe “Bath and Shower Display”, the rest of the five displays are described in
appendix C.

Bath and Shower Display
The display in figure 4 contains time to time provided guidelines/tips by the DHE
providers for efficient consumption of hot water during bath and shower actions. There
would be different guidelines for taking bath and shower in peak and off-peak hour
e.g.:
1. Take shower in middle of the day if you are not going to school/job on that
day.
2. Consume less water in bath and shower etc.
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Figure 4: Bath and Shower Display

5.4.3

Main Menu/Switch Board

This menu contains seven options to get different types of proposed services of the
Extended Smart Metering Display (see figure 5). Each menu will have its own
display(s) or sub menu.

FEEDBACKS
NOTIFICATIONS
GREEN HOUSE
GASES EMISSION
EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

DISABILITY
SUPPORT
CUSTOMIZE BILL
DATES
BILL PAYMENT
MODES

Figure 5: Main Menu/Switch Board Display

5.4.4

Feedbacks Display

This type of the Extended Smart Metering Display provides the energy
consumption feedbacks by comparing the current consumption with previous and
future consumption levels. The display in figure 6 provide feedbacks on previous and
future consumptions of DHE on hourly, daily, weekly and monthly basis. Besides this
the consumers can get their previous 12 months’ billing detail, comparison of their last
months’ consumption with the same month last year and comparison of last months’
consumption with families living in same type of houses/apartments. Weather forecast
for next 7 days is also part of the Extended Smart Metering Display to stimulate the
consumers in advance management of their DHE consumption behaviors. The display
types of both the previous and future consumptions are based upon actual previous and
current energy consumption levels. Normally these displays are in the form of graphs
but sometimes these are numeric values as well.
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PREVIOUS CONSUMPITON
Hourly
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
12-Months’ Consumption
Compare with Same Month
Last Year
Compare with Similar House

FUTURE CONSUMPITON
Hourly
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Weather Forecast

Figure 6: Feedback menu
Here in figure 7 we describe the proposed feedbacks’ displays in comparison with
hourly and daily consumptions display for weather forecast. Hourly and daily
consumptions are of two types; previous one hour/day consumption display and
coming one hour/day consumption display. For the graphical representations of other
Extended Smart Metering Display read the appendix C.

Previous Hour Consumption
The display in figure 7 shows the status of energy consumed in previous one hour.
This display shows the total number of units consumed and the price of each unit
consumed in last hour. Furthermore the total amount of consumed energy during last
one hour is presented in large and prominent font size with color indication.

Figure 7: Feedback on previous hour consumption
A similar display, but for upcoming hour consumption can be seen in appendix C,
where we describe the feedback display on coming hour with over consumption
indicator.

Previous Day Consumption
The display in figure 8 shows the status of energy consumed in last 24hours. On xaxis the graph shows the number of hours and on y-axis it shows the number of units
consumed. This graph compares actual consumption level (red line) with the standard
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level (green line) of consumption to show the consumers their current status.
Indication of total amount of bill at top right corner can alert the consumers for what
they will pay for their consumed energy.

Figure 8: Feedback on previous day consumption (last 24hours)
A similar display for upcoming day consumption can be seen in appendix C. In
appendix C we have also described the feedbacks’ displays in the form of comparisons
with previous and future weekly, monthly and yearly consumptions. Appendix C also
contains the comparison of current month’s energy consumption with the same month
of last year and the comparison of monthly energy consumption with consumption of
similar houses/apartments.

Weather Forecast
The display in figure 9 presents the weather forecast for next 7-days. The
consumers can check the weather conditions and then set energy consumption
adjustments according to that.

Figure 9: Feedback on next 7 days weather forecast
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5.4.5

Gases Emission

The “GHGs Emission Display” in figure 10 shows the consumer’s participation in
energy efficiency and its impact on decreasing the GHGs’ emissions in percentage
form. The efficiency presented in percentage form and in comparison with standard
level. Here we have again proposed the color scheme. Value in green color is the
indication of positive participation level and the value in red color indicates the
negative participation level.

Figure 10: GHGs emission display

5.4.6

Selection List

In this type of display, the DHE consumers will get a choice to select a service
according to their special needs. These special needs may be related to disability, bill
receiving dates and bill payment methods. In this sub-section we only describe
“Disability Support” display of the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. Other
types of selection lists are described in appendix C.

Disability Support Display
The display in figure 11 presents a list of services available for disabled people.
We have already proposed the color scheme which is also help disabled consumers.
Family members of the consumers having color blindness or eyesight problem can
choose a disability support service according to the need of a disabled consumer by
radio button selection. Disability support services may include:
1. Audio alerts
2. High resolution display etc.
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Figure 11: Disability Support Display
Number and types of proposed Extended Smart Metering Display in this study are
based upon the current and future requirements of the involved informants. After
different studies mentioned in chapter 1 and interview details in chapter 4, we obtained
diversify display elements for future smart heat meters. It was not easy for us to
interpret the obtained requirements for proposing Extended Smart Metering Display.
Our output in the form of proposed Extended Smart Metering Display is the part of our
efforts and level of expertise in this field. Other than the above mentioned Extended
Smart Metering Display types, future research in this field may be related to provision
of more frequent energy consumption details on display. Consumers’ choice based
display types (e.g. only graphical display, only numerical display, or graphical as well
as numerical display) can also becomes the part of future research in this field.
We have already involved the representative of smart heat meters’ manufacturer
and DHE providers in this study, who has the deep knowledge of currently available
resources to practically implement the proposed designs. Deep interest of involved
informants as well as other smart heat meters’ manufacturers and DHE providers can
develop the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display for its practical
implementation in future.
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CHAPTER 6: WORKSHOP
A workshop could be helpful to get the participants effectively involved for
learning a new method or technology i.e. a workshop of learning by participating.
Abilities of learning and remembering extends when we try to find solutions and apply
these for managing our problems. It depends much upon the facilitators of the
workshop, how interactively the participants are engaged and how they deliver their
view points.

6.1

Goal
We have conducted a workshop in a quite environment of Blekinge Institute of
Technology-Karlskrona for evaluating the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display.
The proposed displays were potential and partial answers to the RQs described in
sections 2.3.
The displays were used to reach suggestions from the participants having practical
experience of using DHE with smart heat meters or experiencing any type of heating
system(s) in their residences.

6.2

Participants
Invited workshop participants were the representatives of smart heat meters’
manufacturer, DHE providers and consumers. To get the suggestions from consumers
using other types of heating systems in their homes/apartments were also among the
participants. Our university advisor participated as a DHE consumer. 16 participants
were present physically and 2 respond electronically i.e. email. Table 6 shows
suggestions from the workshop to the proposed display of an extended smart metering
display. Further, it also shows the emphasis discrepancies among the different types of
workshop participants, this we will describe more later in this chapter.

Table 6: Suggestions to the proposed display, number and types of workshop
participants with their emphasis areas.
Participants’
Representative
Emphasis
Indicator
Group
Areas
• Notifications from residential
authorities.
• Notification of expected price changes.
• Notification of off-usage.
Participant 1

Smart Heat Meters’
Manufacturers

Participant 2

DHE providers

• Monthly bill amount fixation alarm.
• Selection of billing modes.
• Provision of the energy saving
guidelines according to the housing type
of the consumers e.g. villas, apartments
etc.
• Display amount of used kWs during
peak hours.
• Display one type of price.
• Use month as a consumption period
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Participants’
Indicator

Representative
Group

Participant 3

Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6

DHE consumers

Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12
Participant 13

Consumers of other
types of heating
systems

Participant 14
Participant 15
Participant 16
Participant 17
Participant 18

6.3

We the authors

Emphasis
Areas
indicator instead of 4-weeks.
• Update the color choice and/or meaning
of the colors used in proposed color
scheme.
• Propose similar Extended Smart
Metering Display for electricity as well.
• More frequent or high resolution
feedbacks with the indication of peak
consumption of a consumer.
• Easy accessibility of the meter.
• Add “quick/easy guide” on main display
for those who are not very interested.
• Connection of the main display with a
web or computer interface.
• Touch screen display.
• Update display sequence of interfaces.
• Comparing the GHGs emission rate
with other durations like weekly, daily
etc.
• Add more options on main display e.g.
guidance/tips, disability support and
GHGs emission.
• Add energy statistic button on main
display.
• Monthly bill amount fixation alarm.
• Allow consumers to choose intervals of
feedbacks, type and form of display
statistics (numeric and/or graphic) that
consumers want to get on their meter
display.
• Update the color choice and/or meaning
of the proposed color scheme.
• Touch screen display
---

Instruments Used
A multimedia equipment was available in the workshop room so we have prepared
presentation in the form of MS-PowerPoint slides. We have also designed a Likert
Scale questionnaire with 7 questions to get feedbacks from the participants. These 7
questions covered all the display patterns of the proposed Extended Smart Metering
Display (for workshop questionnaire read appendix A). We have also used large sized
prints to get on the spot modifications on display patterns by the participants. The
whole workshop session was recorded on video to get better understanding or to clear
misunderstood discussion/questions later on.
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6.4

Workshop Setup
We have prepared a set of large sized prints of the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display put on the front wall and requested the participants to come and
modify the display patterns according to their suitability. This process started the
discussion and questions session to exchange the views and understanding about the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. The participants put up their suggestions
and asked questions. After discussion on each topic, obtained suggestions were
enlisted on the white board and were documented as data from the workshop. The
whole session was completed in about 60minutes. Throughout the workshop, we have
tried to follow workshop conduction guidelines mentioned in [53].

6.5

Discussion and Findings
The whole workshop was video recorded, but we used all responses obtained from
the workshop (main discussion points, suggestion list, answers of questionnaire and
the large size printouts) in analyzing the workshop discussion and to get the findings.
We have sent online evaluation request on two basic displays with a questionnaire
to member companies of Swedish District Heating Association, two of them respond
electronically i.e., email and we consider their suggestion in this research.
While discussion for the improvement of main/default display of the proposed
Extended Smart Metering, some of the participants suggested adding more options on
the main display. They proposed to add quick/easy guide, disability support and GHGs
emission options on the main display. One of the participants also suggested to add an
energy statistics button on the main display. These suggestions may be helpful for the
consumers but in the presence of already proposed display options on the main
display, if we add any new option in this display will make the main display complex/
congested. As the consumers might be with different age groups and understandability
levels, so to make the display simpler we need to present fewer but worthy display
elements. Presently we propose two types of energy prices for the main display i.e.
current unit price and the amount of total bill, but the representative of an energy
provider suggested to display only one type of energy price on the main display. This
could make the main display simpler but the representative did not further suggested to
choose which price from two will be in more favor of the consumers or the energy
providers to display.
Moreover, some of the participants commented to change the sequence of the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display options. Our proposed display sequence is
based upon the choices of the involved informants of this research (for detail read table
4). We can change currently proposed display sequence in the result of future research
on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. As proposed by some of the
workshop participants, we can add number of updated/new services and other display
options in these smart meters. The new display options proposed by the participants
were related to adding kW consumption during peak hours, new door code
notification, alarms for expected change in energy price, monthly bill fixations and
off-usage (vacations) etc. A participant suggested to use month as a consumption
period indictor instead of 4-weeks’ consumption indicator in future enhancement of
the proposed display. If new display elements or services would be in the interest of all
the involved stakeholders of DHE and obtain support of smart metering technology
then these would also be added in future smart metering display.
In addition to the above, a participant suggested that there should be a connection
of the main display with a web or computer interface. These days most of the
consumers have internet access and they know the internet usage, so by using web
interface of the main display (having useful energy consumption details) could help
the consumers to act in a better manner. The suggestion is good but currently in this
research we are not dealing with computer or web interface of the smart metering.
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For efficient provision of energy consumption/saving guidelines, workshop
participants indicated that we can also provide energy saving guidelines with respect to
house/apartment type. Sometimes the consumers may have big houses and sometimes
they may lives in a medium or small villa/single family house, in an apartment or even
in a single room (e.g. student apartments). Provision of the energy saving guidelines
on the basis of consumers’ housing type and high/low demand hours of the energy
could motivate them for energy saving and encourage the consumers to follow the
specific energy saving guidelines specifically designed for them.
Moreover a participant who was the residential consumer of DHE suggested more
frequent or high resolution feedbacks with the indication of peak consumption of a
consumer. In response of this, another participant of the workshop who was the
representative of smart heat meters’ manufacturer described that it will not be so easy
and cost worthy for both the manufacturers of smart heat meters and DHE providers.
The same workshop participant also stated that providing more frequent statistics of
consumed energy for the consumers on meter display could involve more
administration cost for DHE providers. In addition, on increasing number of frequent
feedbacks, notifications, options of customizing bill dates and bill payment modes
could increase the energy cost for the consumers due to higher administration costs of
DHE providers. Displaying comparisons of hourly or more frequently resolution of
heat energy consumption with consumers’ own peak and non-peak consumptions rates
could be helpful for some consumers but normally the consumers do not have time and
care for such feedbacks. According to some of the workshop participants, in a future
extension of smart metering display, we can allow the consumers to choose intervals
of feedbacks, type and form of display statistics (numeric and/or graphic) that
consumers want to get on their meter display. In the proposed Extending Smart
Metering Display, we have presented both types of displays but there is no option for
consumers to choose any or both (numeric and/or graphic) outputs. This switching
option could be provided in the future display research on smart heat metering. In
addition to the above, we have proposed the GHGs emission display for the proposed
Extended Smart Metering by comparing consumer’s previous month GHGs emission
percentage with the current month. Commenting on this display, one of the workshop
participants suggested comparing the GHGs emission rate with other durations like
weekly, daily etc.
Some of the workshop participants suggested for changing the proposed color
combination (i.e. red, green and black) with red, green and yellow or with red, green
and blue combinations. By changing the color combinations, the participants proposed
to present green color line for normal consumption, blue color line for consumption
slightly above the normal level and red color line for higher consumption level. The
participants also suggested that if we want to keep existing color combination then it
will better to change the meaning of the proposed colors; black color for average level,
green color for very efficient level and red color for good level of the energy
consumptions.
It was also a suggestion obtained by a residential consumer using DH to install
these heat meters in accessible places like a kitchen etc. Presently it is not possible for
the manufacturers and providers to install such meters in some easily accessible place
but it may take some time to resolve the meter location problem with improvement in
the technology.
According to the discussion above and table 6, main emphasis area of smart heat
meters’ manufacturers group was about updating the proposed notifications/alarms.
This group also emphasized on providing options related to billing modes and energy
saving guidelines according to the housing types of the consumers on the proposed
Extended Smart Metering Display. Main emphasis areas of the energy providers’
group were related to adding the energy consumption units, pricing and billing
duration options in the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. This group also
emphasized on updating the proposed color scheme as well as to propose similar
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extended display for electricity. The DHE consumers’ group emphasized on updating
the proposed feedbacks and accessibility of the smart meters. This group also
emphasized to update main display and adding touch screen feature in the proposed
Extended Smart Metering Display. The consumers’ group using other types of heating
systems uniquely emphasized only on two areas i.e., updating display sequence and
comparing the GHGs emission rate with the durations other than the proposed
durations. Remaining emphasis areas of this group were matching with other groups;
this was may be due to inexperience of these consumers using DH.
Due to differences in the interests of the workshop participants’ groups, we found
their different emphasis areas on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display.
Manufacturer of the smart heat meters concerned with the improvement of the smart
metering technology in their meters for expected high sale. To save
manufacturing/development cost of the future smart heat meters, the representative of
smart heat meters’ manufacturers group want to use single smart heat meter in
different types of houses with their appropriate energy consumption guidelines,
increased number of notifications and updated billing modes. As there is a concern of
energy providers’ group, it is noticed that this group emphasis to minimize the energy
demand during peak hours. That is why, this group suggested to display detailed
information of actual energy consumption which may be related to energy units and
pricing, and updating the proposed color scheme for paying regular attention of the
consumers’ towards the display information. On the other hand, we found that the
DHE consumers’ group is interested in lowering down their energy bills. So, this
group preferred more in frequent and updated feedbacks with easy access of metering
display. Furthermore, the interest of the consumers’ group using other types of heating
systems is also related to lower down their energy bills, for this some participants of
this group preferred to change the display sequence of the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display.
All the workshop participants also filled a questionnaire related to 5 main display
types (described in table 5) and about the proposed color scheme. A data extraction
form was designed in a spreadsheet tool i.e. MS-Excel for statistically analyzing the
participants’ feedbacks on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display. Graph 1
shows the overall feedback on the proposed display types and color scheme. Read
appendix D to read the data extraction form, individual graphical feedbacks on each
display type and their proposed color scheme.

Feedback

Graph 1: Overall feedback on the proposed display types and color scheme
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Furthermore, some of the workshop participants suggested to change the placing
of currently used smart heat meters with touch screen facility. Our conducted research
is not directly related to change the current placing of the meters but it can also be
helpful in a sense that DHE providers and manufacturers of the meters can attract the
consumers towards the meters’ display without changing the place of the meters.
Adding touch screen facility can also help the consumers to operate the meter easily,
but it can increase the meter cost and may be difficult for old age consumers to operate
it. That is why we are not proposing touch screen feature for the proposed Extended
Smart Metering Display.
It was also suggested to propose such Extended Smart Metering Display for
electricity as well. Otherwise in same house/apartments consumers will pay less for
DHE and higher for electricity. There should also be options to send meter data in
consumers’ email to print or to get alerts through Short Messaging Service (SMS) on
mobile with prepaid billings. In future, practical implementation and success of the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display can lead the concerning industry in this
regard as well.
In this chapter we have explained the workshop process used to evaluate the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display which was an important step of our
research. Number and types of the workshop participants, instruments used and setup
adopted for conducting the workshop were the contents of this chapter. At the end of
this chapter we have also explained in detail the discussion and findings obtained
through the workshop.
In the next chapter we will explain the detail discussion and how we can assess
validity on conducted research. Conclusion and future work of the research is also
mentioned in the later chapters of this report.

6.6

Validity Aspects
The whole thesis project was planned before starting the actual research work. It
was decided that we would conduct an evaluation workshop on the proposed Extended
Smart Metering Display. At the end of interviews previously described, we personally
invited each interviewee to participate in the workshop session as well. We sent
reminder emails and did personal visits to interviewees for the venue of the workshop.
We have also used our personal contacts to find and invite the workshop participants,
especially those that were not using DHE at their residences. Furthermore, at the end
of the workshop session, we requested the participants to fill out an evaluation
questionnaire with contact and professional details, and with written suggestions on
the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display (read appendix A for evaluation
questionnaire on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display).
In addition to the workshop, an evaluation request on the proposed Extended
Smart Metering Display was sent to member companies of Swedish District Heating
Association i.e., Svensk Fjärrvärme. Two member companies i.e. DHE providers
respond electronically (for reference, read Email-4 and Email-5 from appendix E).
The whole workshop process was planned with its video recording, written
suggestions of the involved participants and their contact details. As it is described in
section 6.5, the workshop participants were divided into four representative groups
according to their interest areas, most likely the participants as a group is more aware
of energy matters than the whole population average in Sweden. Thus they might be
biased to be more concerned about energy economy and environmental effects.
However, the group consists of people with different gender, age, educational and
professional background, as well as ethnic origin, and that is why we regard the
workshop as valid for investigations on people and energy management.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND ASSESSING VALIDITY
7.1

Discussion
During the study it is analyzed that all the involved stakeholders are concerned for
efficient consumption of DHE. The smart heat meters’ manufacturer and DHE
providers are interested in promoting their business activities. On the other hand the
consumers want lower costs to pay for energy consumption.
During discussion about financial benefits of the energy providers due to the
proposed Extended Smart Metering Display, an interview who was the representative
of smart heat meters’ manufacturer said that DHE generation plants have fixed
capacities of generating heat energy. He said that heavy investments are required to
increase the energy generation capacity of a plant or to extend a plant. In the bill of
DHE, the energy providers included two types of amounts; fixed amount of money for
their services and dynamic amount of money for the DHE consumption. DHE
providers get the portion of their fixed amounts all the time to keep their system
running. On the other side the dynamic billings of consumers is not in the interest of
DHE providers. Efficient DHE consumption behavior of the consumers could spare
energy in a plant. Providers can sell this spare energy by adding new consumers in the
same plant, so in that case the energy provider will facilitate by more fixed amounts. In
above case the increase in fixed amount of money will consider the financial benefits
for DHE providers. Another way that might be financially beneficial for DHE
providers is reduced consumption of the energy during peak hours. To manage the
high demands of peak hours, DHE providers need to use expensive fuels e.g. oil with
normally used cheaper fuels e.g. biomass. Reduction of the energy consumption in
peak hours can save the cost of expensive fuels. It depends upon the energy providers
on how they use their financial benefits; they can use it in conducting new research in
their fields which can again be more beneficial for them.
Moreover during interview sessions, representatives of DHE providers and the
consumers indicated that good consumer behavior can be supported by various
methods. These methods are lower flow rates of water, billing of peak hours, graphical
representation of the energy consumption with comparison of low, medium or high
scale, and comparing consumption with similar families in similar area. All of these
consumer behavior support methods can work individually for some extent. But, if we
combine all of the above methods in a single tool i.e. smart heat meter by Extended
Smart Metering Display, then it can facilitate the consumers to support their energy
consumption behavior effectively according to the method of their own choice.
Further, we find that there are two options proposed by all the participants of
interviews, they want a display of future smart meters with billing detail and energy
consumption feedback. In billing details, consumers prefer to get TOU tariffs (i.e. the
current or real time based tariffs), which might guide to what they will pay for current
consumption. For feedbacks, all informants wanted to get comparison of current
energy consumption with historical and future statistics. Most of the interviewees think
that historical consumption statistics impact more on energy saving than future
statistics. The interviewees prefer to perform comparisons with some standard levels,
which can be set by the government, energy experts and/or DHE providers.
Furthermore, proposing a specified (red, green and black) color scheme for future
smart metering display appeared in design while drawing on a white board. At that
time we used red, green and black color makers. Smart heat meter manufacturers
might change the color sequences/schemes according to the demands of DHE
providers and the consumers. We have already discussed the new suggestions of
workshop participants about changing the color pattern in section 6.5.
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In addition to the above, currently all the DH consumers are not facilitated by web
interfaces of their DHE consumption status. However, the consumers can activate a
SMS option to receive notifications from their DHE providers, a service that is
demand based. In this situation the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display could
facilitate the consumers for improving their energy consumption and saving behaviors.
Presently it is not possible for the manufacturers and providers to install such meters in
some easily accessible place like a kitchen etc. It may take some time to resolve the
meter location problem with improvement in the technology. Besides motivating the
consumers for adopting good energy consumption/saving behaviors, we tried to find
out how to attract the consumers towards the smart heat meters without changing their
location.
The proposed Extended Smart Metering Display will not only be helpful for the
financial benefits of DHE providers but can also be helpful for consumers to decrease
the bill, and also fine tune individual level billing to each of the consumers living in
buildings.

7.2

Assessing Validity
It is important to validate the results of conducted research. We have adopted the
Trochim’s6 four criterions for assessing validity. These criterions helped to validate the
threats this thesis. The detail of these criterions with respect to our research is
mentioned below:

7.2.1

Credibility

Credibility indicates that the obtained findings from involved informants must be
based upon realism and be convincing for them. A mixed research approach has
adopted by us in this thesis. Initially we had conducted discussion and demonstration
meetings with representative of smart heat meter manufactures. After each meeting we
have shared the meeting minutes with participants for credibility. Then on the basis of
initial understanding of the research problem we started a literature study. Findings of
that helped us to design questions for conducting interviews with three types of
interviewees having different levels of experiences with DHE; representatives of smart
heat meters’ manufacturer, DHE providers and consumers.
Credibility of the interview findings was important to extract useful output at the
end. According to Creswell and Miller [57], credibility gives strength to our research
work and helps to point on accuracy of findings with respect to all the involved
informants. During the interview sessions, we have adopted a strategy that after each
reply of an interviewee, one of us has tried to repeat the answer according to his
understanding. This helped us to validate our understandings on the spot.
Furthermore, we have also used the member-checking method [57] to validate the
findings obtained from the interviews by sending the copies of the interview findings
to interviewees. No interviewee objected on the findings. After that, conduction of the
workshop was also for the validation of the proposed Extended Smart Metering
Display. Feedbacks were collected from the workshop participants in the form of
closed ended questionnaire, suggestions and discussion. Analyze the workshop
questionnaire findings statistically. So now we are confident on the obtained findings
and analysis results of interviews and workshop.

7.2.2

Transferability

Transferability refers for generalized results of research to be useful in other
environments. Almost in all over the Sweden, the DHE consumers are getting
6

Qualitative Validity: http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/qualval.php
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feedback on their consumed DHE after 3-months in the form of a bill from their DHE
provider. Some of the consumers living in apartments/buildings are still paying an
equal sharing of the bill. So the overall structure is rather similar in the whole of
Sweden. Keeping this in mind, we designed the interview questions, the Extended
Smart Metering Display and a questionnaire for the workshop. The informants were
related to different cities and regions of Sweden (Ronneby, Karlskrona, Kristianstad,
Varberg and Linköping).
First threat in this research could be related to cultural difference. In this research
we involved male and female, Swedish and Non-Swedish residential consumers of
DHE living in their own/rented single family houses/apartments. All the informants
were mature and had awareness for saving DHE at their houses/apartments. The
research results could vary if to involve immigrants or to take other demographic,
economic, environmental etc., factors in consideration.
Second threat could be related to involvement of more and active participation of
DHE providers and smart heat meters’ manufacturers. Initially a representative of our
collaboration partner had taken responsibility of arranging interviews with DHE
providers and consumers. Due to his business we taken step and tried to contact with
DHE providers and the consumers personally. We delivered/sent interview questions
(personally as well as by email) both in Swedish and English but even after two weeks
response was very poor. Then two DHE providers sent their responses electronically.
The same thing happened for the workshop participation, we contacted about 140
companies in Sweden related to Swedish District Heating Association i.e., Svensk
Fjärrvärme. We sent request to respond online on two basic display designs to all these
DHE providers but again only 2 of them respond. Active coordination and responses
of DHE providers and smart heat meters’ manufacturers can change the research
results.

7.2.3

Dependability

Dependability indicates to obtain same or different results in case of conducting
the same research second time. It could affect differently in research by obtaining
different results. Before actual conduction of interviews and workshop, poor responses
threat was in our minds. For this reason we have sent/delivered the interview questions
to the interviewees in advance before conduction of actual interviews. The interview
questions were divided into two categories. One category was related to close ended
basic questions and the other category contained face-to-face questions which could
arise discussion. We have requested the interviewees to write the answers of close
ended questions before the starting of face-to-face interview. Reason of this practice
was to save the time or to take more time for the discussion/follow up face-to-face
questions. All the interviews were conducted in different times according to the
convenience of interviewees. The whole interview session continued till seven days.
DHE providers were very busy and they did not have time for face-to-face interviews.
A DHE provider shown interest to answers the questions via email but in Swedish
only, as we have already prepared the Swedish version of the interview questions so
entertained him with that and he answered in time. Another DHE provider and a
consumer preferred to answer by email.
Two weeks later than last interview, we have conducted a workshop. During these
two weeks we have analyzed the interviews’ data and sent to interviewees for
validation as well as request them to participate in the smart metering workshop. Then
we have designed the Extended Smart Metering Display and questionnaire for the
workshop. The purpose of conducting a workshop was to get validation from different
DHE providers. We have already faced the experience of delay or no responses from
informants, to tackle this threat we have sent online questionnaire with two display
designs of the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display to various DHE providers.
Response received from those informants having serious intention to save DHE.
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7.2.4

Conformability

Conformability indicates the extent to which we confirm the results from other. In
each phase of this research we have tried to follow conformability. Initially from
discussion and demonstration meetings we have confirmed our understanding by
sharing meeting minutes with participants. During the literature study we have kept
sharing and discussing the studied research papers/articles etc., with each others to
confirm and remain on single study track and get equal understanding of the research
matter. Before conducting actual interviews we have shared the interview questions
with university and external advisors to get their conformability. During interviews we
have repeated each reply of an interviewee to confirm our understanding on the spot.
After each interview, we have transcribed each session fully in text files. Repeatedly
read this document by both of us to understand the meaning of each answer. Adopted a
methodology (mentioned in section 4.5) for obtaining findings from the interviews and
then sent the key extraction points to each interviewee for confirming our
understanding on their views. Then to check validity of the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display we have conducted a workshop. In which participants responded by
answering questionnaire and discussion (for detail read section 6.5 with appendices A
and D), it was again the conformability on conducted research.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
In this chapter we present the answers of main and supportive RQs on the basis of
this thesis project.

8.1

Answers to the Research Questions
Question 1:

For improved energy economy - how can the energy providers
give useful feedback to the consumers so that the consumers' energy consumption
becomes more even and thus also more favorable from the providers perspective?
By implementing the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display, the energy
providers can give useful feedbacks to the consumers so that the consumers’ energy
consumption becomes more even and thus also more favorable from the providers
perspective.

Question 1a: What consumer behaviors do the energy providers prefer, in
order for them to minimize the variation of energy consumption during peak periods,
and thus being able to minimize costly peak production capacity?
In order to minimize energy demand, especially during peak hours, the energy
providers prefer the consumers to pay regular and better attention to detailed
information about the actual energy consumption. Thus, the consumers are likely to
change their behavior. Four types of daily life activities like taking bath and shower,
cleaning, washing and heating, are involved in use of DHE. With a better
understanding the consumers can lower the use of expensive energy during peak
hours. Consequently, they will try to improve their activities such as short duration of
bath/shower, performing cleaning and washing in off-peak hours, and lower down
indoor temperatures. Acting in line of better consumption activities will be beneficial
for the consumers to some extent. Further, with improved detailed understanding of
the energy consumption guidelines supported by the proposed Extended Smart
Metering Display, a changed consumer behavior can be even more effective. A change
can also be helpful for the energy providers to minimize variation of energy
consumption during peak hours. With a lower level of energy demand they will also
be able to connect a greater number of consumers. Thus, the energy providers will be
in an even better position to minimize expensive production capacity.

Question 1b: What financial improvements can be the result of better
consumer behavior in peak hours for the energy providers?
Due to better DHE consumption behaviors of the consumers in peak hours, the
DHE providers may get income from fixed amounts by adding more consumers
without extending DHE generation capacity of the plants. Reduced energy
consumption in peak hours may also save the cost of expensive fuels. DHE providers
may use obtained financial benefits in new research which may again be more
financially beneficial for them.

Question 1c: How can Smart Metering measurements be better understood by
the consumers?
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Real time based energy information that reflects the history of consumption can
help the consumers to get better understanding of the Smart Metering measurements.
The display of Smart Metering measurements of currently used smart heat meters are
not very well understood by the consumers. From the display of these meters, the
consumers do not know when and how much energy they have consumed in certain
duration. Current display is a numerical grayscale display lacking much of
previous and none forecasted energy consumption details. The amount and quality of
provided feedback is also not encouraging the consumers for better energy
consumption. So they cannot analyze how much energy they have consumed in
previous hour, day, week or month and what was the energy price at that time. In
addition to the above, currently provided information on the display is normally
understandable only by consumers having awareness of specific technical terms. It is
difficult for ordinary consumers to interpret the display values. Further, the display has
no support for disabled consumers to read current tariff detail, indication of peak and
off-peak hours, notifications, and special services from the energy providers. In
contrast with the above, the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display covers more
of all the above-mentioned display problems of the currently used smart heat meters.
Instead of numerical display, the proposed one is mostly based upon graphical and
multi color outputs, which makes it probably more simple and easy to understand.
Moreover, the display information like based on real time energy consumption
behavioral guidelines, with previous and forecasted energy consumption feedbacks in
the form of graphical comparisons, notifications, GHGs emission detail, and disability
support features, could be helpful for the consumers’ improved energy economy in
peak and off-peak hours.
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CHAPTER 9: FUTURE WORK
The conducted research is our contribution in the field of DHE for efficient
consumption/saving of DHE through the involvement of proposing Extended Smart
Metering Display. We believe that this research will not only be helpful for DHE
providers but also for the residential consumers of DHE.
On the basis of the findings and discussion described in previous chapters, we
propose future works related to this thesis. Some of the energy providers may have
more number of consumers attached with their business where as some may have less
number of consumers. So the different energy providers may have their different
business policies as well. To reach on standard level of energy consumption behaviors
and to obtain associated financial benefits proposed by different energy providers,
active participation of DHE providers can output better in the future.
Furthermore, as we have already mentioned in section 7.2.2 our conducted
research is limited to male and female, Swedish and Non-Swedish residential
consumers of DHE living in their own/rented single family houses/apartments. In
future, study can also be conducted by emphasizing on different factors like
demography, economy and environment etc., which may strengthen the conducted
research.
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APPENDIX A-QUESTIONNAIRES
Interview Questions (Questionnaire to fill before Face-to-Face Interview)
Interviewee: Representative of Smart Heat Energy Meter Manufacturers
Q1: What is your position in this company?
Q2: How many customers does your company have?
Q3: How long have you served in the District Heating field?
Q4: Which services you like to provide on new display?
Disability Support
Feedbacks
Notifications
Customize Billing Dates
Thermostat
Billing Payment Modes
Emergency Numbers
Personal Scheduler
Others

Interview Questions (Face-to-Face)
Interviewee: Representative of Smart Heat Energy Meter Manufacturers
Question Type
Company Profile

Preferred
Consumer
Behavior
/
Energy Saving
Guidelines

Financial
Improvements
Consumer
Behavior
Support

Questions
Q1. Briefly explain the overview of your company?
Q2. Do you analyze consumer energy saving?
Q3.
Do you have any preference for consumer behavior in
the peak and off-peak hours?
Q4. How a consumer can save hot water in:
a. Taking bath/shower
b. Washing
c. Cleaning
Q5. Do you have a method or tool for analysis of consumers’
energy consumption?
Q6. Which financial benefits can Energy Providers get due
to better energy consumption behavior of consumers?
Q7.

How do you think good consumer behavior can be
supported?

Q8.

Display/
Interface

Can you imagine better billing detail on the meter
display?
Q9.
Are there any problems with current tariffs data on
meter display?
Q10. How can we show historical and forecasted data on
display?
Q11. Which other metering options do you want to provide
on the main display?
Q12. What are your other suggestions for improving the smart
metering display?

Interview Questions (Questionnaire to fill before Face-to-Face Interview)
Interviewee: Representative of District Heat Energy Providers
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Q1: What is your position in this company?
Q2: How many customers does your company have?
Q3: How long have you served in the District Heating field?
Q4: Which services you like to provide on new display?
Disability Support
Feedbacks
Notifications
Customize Billing Dates
Thermostat
Billing Payment Modes
Emergency Numbers
Personal Scheduler
Others

Interview Questions (Face-to-Face)
Interviewee: Representative of District Heat Energy Providers
Question Type
Company Profile

Preferred
Consumer
Behavior
/
Energy Saving
Guidelines

Financial
Improvements
Consumer
Behavior
Support

Questions
Q1. Briefly explain the overview of your company?
Q2. Do you analyze consumer energy saving?
Q3.
Do you have any preference for consumer behavior in
the peak and off-peak hours?
Q4. How a consumer can save hot water in:
a. Taking bath/shower
b. Washing
c. Cleaning
Q5. Do you have a method or tool for analysis of consumers’
energy consumption?
Q6. Which financial benefits can you get due to better energy
consumption behavior of consumers?
Q7.

How do you think good consumer behavior can be
supported?

Q8.

Can you imagine better billing detail on the meter
display?
Are there any problems with current tariffs data on
meter display?
How can we show historical and forecasted data on
display?
Which other metering options do you want to provide
on the main display?
Do you have any web portal of metering data for
consumers?
What are your other suggestions for improving the smart
metering display?

Q9.
Q10.
Display/
Interface

Q11.
Q12.
Q13.

Interview Questions (Questionnaire to fill before Face-to-Face Interview)
Interviewee: Residential Consumer of District Heat Energy
Q1: What is your occupation?
Q2: How long have you served in the District Heating field?
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Q3: How many times do you and your family members take bath/shower?
Once a day
Twice a day
Once a week
Twice a week
More
Q4: How frequent is the washing machine used in your house/apartment?
Daily
Twice a week
Once a week
More
Q5: How many times in a day do you clean utensils and crockery?
1-Time
2-Times
3-Times
More
Q6: Which services you like to provide on new display?
Disability Support
Feedbacks
Notifications
Customize Billing Dates
Thermostat
Billing Payment Modes
Emergency Numbers
Personal Scheduler
Others

Interview Questions (Face-to-Face)
Interviewee: Residential Consumer of District Heat Energy
Question Type

Questions
Q1.
Q2.

Preferred
Consumer
Behavior
/
Energy Saving
Guidelines

Q3.

Q4.
Financial
Improvements
Consumer
Behavior
Support

Q5.
Q6.

Do you analyze your energy saving?
Do you have any preference for energy consumption in
the peak and off-peak hours?
How you can save hot water in:
a. Taking bath/shower
b. Washing
c. Cleaning
Do you have a method or tool for analysis of your
energy consumption?
Which financial benefits can Energy Providers get due
to better energy consumption behavior of consumers?
How do you think good consumer behavior can be
supported?

Q7.
Q8.

Display/
Interface

Would you like to get billing detail on meter display?
Are there any problems with current tariffs data on
meter display?
Q9. Which historical and forecasted data you want to get on
display?
Q10. Which other metering options do you want to provide
on the main display?
Q11. How frequent do you use the web portal of metering
data?
Q12. What are your other suggestions for improving the smart
metering display?
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Questionnaire for Smart Metering Workshop
For the evaluation of “Extended Smart Metering Display”
Your name:__________________________________________
Profession: __________________________________________
Email contact: _______________________________________
Type of heating system(s) you are using in your house/apartment: ____________

Q1: How efficient will be the Main display of Smart Meter for energy economy?
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
Q2: How much efficient previous energy consumption statistics will be, to
motivate you for adopting District Heat Energy saving guidelines?
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
Q3: What do you think how the future consumption details are presented?
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
Q4: How efficient will be the presentation of guidelines/lists for energy saving
behaviors like:
a. Bath and shower guidelines
b. Cleaning guidelines
c. Washing guidelines
d. Heating guidelines
e. Notifications’ list
f. Emergency numbers’ list
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
Q5. What is your level of acceptance for following 3 lists of services which will
be displayed on Smart Meters?
a. Disability support
b. Customize bill dates
c. Bill payment modes
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
Q6. How positively you take GHG emission display on new Smart Meters?
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
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Q7: Do you think the coloring scheme (red, green and black) will help to improve
energy consumption behavior which we proposed for new display of Smart
Meters?
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Suggestions:___________________________________________________
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APPENDIX B-INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Interviewee 1: Representative of Smart Meter Manufacturer
To manage the heat demands in peak hours he proposed some DHE consumption
guidelines i.e. RQ1a. For bath and shower he prefers that consumer should take
shower in the middle of the day if you are not going to school/job on that day. He
suggested the use of washing machines and dish cleaners in off-peak hour but with
timer settings. Installing timer thermostat with heaters for early morning and day time
heat demands, lowering indoor temperatures as much as possible and use of warm
clothes can help to lower heating bills.
According to his opinion, a DH Provider can get two types of financial benefits by
improving the heat consumption behaviors of consumers i.e. RQ1b. For first benefit he
describes that if the consumers reduce their consumption, the DH Providers will able
to add new consumers in the same plant and the same network without incurring extra
cost. Simply they will get more fixed amount of money. For second benefits he
describes that there will be least use of expensive fuels e.g. oil, to fulfill the heat
demands in short intervals of peak hours. So the DHE providers will able to get
financial benefits from less or no consumption of expensive fuels.
For the answer of RQ1c, he states that we can support the good consumption
behavior of DHE by Smart Meters. Comparing current consumption level with some
standard levels like normal, below or above to standards in the form of curve/graph
can influence a consumer for efficient DH consumption. He preferred to present the
current consummation in terms of money.
For the answer of RQ1, he preferred to display billing and feedbacks detail
prominently. In billing detail he suggested to show cumulative as well as unit amounts
with energy consumed in Kilo Watt Hours (kWhs) or Cubic Meters (m3). Current tariff
or TOU tariff with summary of other costs like energy cost, tax, environmental cost
etc., can also be added in billing detail. For feedbacks he proposed both the historical
as well as forecasted data to display. Historical data can be included comparisons of
own behavior of yesterday or before, standard levels, and other consumers having
same type of houses/apartments. Forecasted data can include the goal comparison i.e.
expected bill and weather details. Other types of display options like notifications,
GHGs emissions, disability support, thermostat, customize billing dates, and bill
payment modes were also suggested by this interviewee to display for Extended Smart
Metering.

Interviewee 2: Representatives of DHE Providers
In interview 2, two informants answered the interview questions, following are the
findings from their interview:
For the answer of RQ1a, interviewees describes that analyzing the heat
consumption on daily basis through meter readings can intensify to save it. Providing
the tips for taking bath/shower, washing and cleaning for efficient heat consumption is
an interesting feature of the smart meters.
For RQ1b interviewees states that DHE Providers can add more consumers
without increasing production i.e. increase in income without increase in production.
In answering of RQ1c; we can support the good heat consumption behavior of
consumers from their lower flow rates of water i.e. consumption rate.
For Extended Smart Metering Display interviewees proposed to display billing
with live-price-monitoring i.e. TOU tariff, feedbacks detail with daily historical
comparisons. Also proposed to display notifications like meter problem and over
consumption.
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Interviewee 3: Representative of DHE Providers
By providing the efficient DHE consumption/saving guidelines (i.e. RQ1a) the
interviewee states that install water-saving nozzle with the shower to consume less
water during bath and shower, and start dish a washer for cleaning only when it is full.
It is not good to draw off water for hand washing and or to do washing under running
water. He doesn’t prefer to set high indoor temperature but instead he advised to care
for home insulation e.g. windows.
The improved energy consumption behavior can be financially beneficial for DHE
Providers (i.e. RQ1b) in a sense that they will invest less on boilers for peak loads
means reduce fuel (oil) usage in peak hours. DHE provider will get further financial
beneficial due to lower operational/maintenance costs by adjusting the operation of
boilers for optimal operation and lower line losses in the grids.
Interviewee said, good DH consumption behavior of consumers can be supported
(i.e. RQ1c) on the basis of their peak hour billing rate.
For Extended Smart Metering Display options (i.e. RQ1), interviewee proposed to
display billing, feedbacks and notifications. The feedbacks can contain the historical
data which indicate peak load consumption of a consumer on monthly basis.

Interviewee 4: DHE Residential Consumer
For appropriate DHE consuming and saving guidelines (RQ1a) she try to take
short bath in off-peak hours i.e. in evening before going to bed. She has kids so she
prefers to take bath with them or to provide limited water for their bath/shower. She
think it’s more suitable do washing/cleaning in the off peak hours. For heating the
home she suggests lower indoor temperature, don’t open doors in winter to lose heat
and use of warm clothes. She knows the importance of home insulation and advice
others to care for windows and floors insulation.
For the answering of RQ1b related to financial benefits of DHE providers,
describes that they can attract more consumes if they get success in improving energy
consumption behavior of existing consumers without installing new generation plants.
They can use their finance in conducting new research in their field and get more
benefits.
She had no idea that how she or anyone can support the good consumer behavior
of DHE (RQ1c).
Answering for RQ1, she preferred to get consumption detail on a meter in the form
of graphs that will show some scale values like above or below the average. She also
proposed the details of billing and feedbacks to display. Billing may include daily
consumption, cost per kWh or m3 i.e. unit price, monthly consumption and TOU tariff.
Feedbacks contains on historical (weekly and monthly) comparisons including own
consumption in a specific time and comparison with similar families in similar types of
houses. Forecasted data includes the goal comparison/forecasted bill and weather
forecast. Other than billing and forecasted data she proposed peak/off-peak hours’ load
indicator, disability support, thermostat, emergency numbers, customize billing dates
and bill payment modes for Extended Smart Metering Display.

Interviewee 5: DHE Residential Consumer
Answering about the energy saving guidelines of RQ1a, interviewee proposed to
take short shower, start washing machine when it is full, don’t let the tap open and
keep flowing the hot water while cleaning, and heat up only those rooms where
somebody is present for efficient DHE consumption at homes.
He had no idea that how his good behavior of DHE consumption can be
financially beneficial for DHE providers (RQ1b).
Interviewee states that comparing current consumption with previous months can
help to support the good energy consumption behavior of a consumer (i.e.RQ1c).
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Interviewee expecting the Extended Smart Metering Display in the form of graphs
or high resolution display with precise and frequent alerts of DHE consumption levels.
For our RQ1 about Extended Smart Metering Display, suggested the details of billing
and feedbacks on display. Billing includes the comparison/deviation of actual
consumption with normal consumption level, total amount and TOU tariff. Interviewee
proposed both the historical and forecasted data on display. Feedbacks of historical
data can contain the comparisons of consumers’ previous consumption like parallel
hour, day and week, and comparisons with similar family/house consumption.
According to his view point, the other display options can be peak/off-peak hours’
load indicator and GHGs emission details.

Interviewee 6: DHE Residential Consumer
For efficient DHE consumption of RQ1a, interviewee suggested to take short
bath/shower in evening no matter it is summer or winter. You can use small sized bath
tub for this purpose instead of using large sized. Try to wash with low temperature of
water, and use washing machine and dish cleaner when these get full
Interviewee had no idea that how the good DHE consumption behaviors of
consumers can financially beneficial for DHE providers (RQ1b).
Interviewee wants to get outputs in the form of graphs or percentage and for the
method of analyzing good energy consumption behavior (RQ1c); suggests normal,
medium or high level indicator on display.
Answering about our RQ1, this interviewee also suggested billing and feedbacks
for Extended Smart Metering Display. Billing information can include energy units
consumed, total price, energy consumption detail in different times and TOU tariff.
Historical feedback’s display can include the comparison of own consumption of same
month last year, own consumption in a specific time, total consumption with
consumption time, and similar families. Forecasted detail includes the goal
comparisons e.g. forecasted bill at the end of a specific period. For other display
options he proposed peak/off-peak hours’ load indicator, thermostat, customize billing
dates and bill payment modes.

Interviewee 7: DHE Residential Consumer
Answer for RQ1a, interviewee proposed to take short shower and turn off the hot
water flow when rinsing shampoo in hairs. Suggested to do cleaning and washing in
off-peak hours with full machines and also with the timer settings. Interviewee
preferred to ON the ceiling fan in slow speed for spreading the heat in all over the
house and turns the heat down if going out for short or long duration.
Interviewee does not know that how good behaviors of DHE consumers can be
financially beneficial for DHE providers (RQ1a).
Interviewee thinks that good consumer behavior (RQ1c) can be supported by
comparing own consumption with other similar family living in a similar area. This
comparison may be in any form like graph, percentage or total consumption.
For the elements of Extended Smart Metering Display (RQ1), interviewee
proposed the billing with total cost, daily cost and TOU tariff, and feedbacks to
display. The feedbacks can be of both historical and forecasted nature. Historical
feedbacks contain hourly, daily, weekly and monthly comparisons of own
consumption of same month last year and with similar families. Forecasted display can
be included the goal comparison/forecasted bill but with hourly, daily, weekly and
monthly forecasts. Other proposed display options by this interview were peak/Offpeak hours’ indicator, GHGs emission, notifications, disability support, thermostat and
emergency numbers’ display.

Interviewee 8: DHE Residential Consumer
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Answering RQ1a for saving the DHE at homes/apartments interviewee preferred
to wash with low temperature and to start dish washer when it is full. He also
suggested turning down the heat when going out.
Interviewee had no ideas that how good consumers behaviors can be financially
beneficial for DHE providers (RQ1b) and how good consumers’ behavior can be
supported (RQ1c).
For RQ1, interviewee proposed to display the billing and feedbacks efficiently.
Billing display contains the energy consumption and tariff details. Feedbacks can
contain any type of historical and forecasted data on hourly, daily, weekly and monthly
consumption basis. Other proposed options for the proposed Extended Smart Metering
Display are notifications, thermostat, emergency numbers, customize billing dates and
personal scheduler.
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APPENDIX C-OTHER DISPLAYS OF EXTENDED SMART
METERING
Billing Display
Following figure 12 describes the elements of default/main billing display with
peak hour tariff and over consumption of a residential consumer.

Figure 12: Main/Default Display with Peak Tariff and Over Consumption

Cleaning Display
The display in figure 13 contains time to time provided guidelines/tips by the DHE
Providers for efficient consumption of hot water during cleaning actions. These
cleaning guidelines may be for peak and off-peak hour e.g.:
1. Start dish cleaning machine in late evening or middle of the night with timer.
2. Start dish cleaner when it is full etc.
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Figure 13: Cleaning Display

Washing Display
The display in figure 14 contains time to time provided guidelines/tips by the DHE
Providers for efficient consumption of hot water during washing action. There may be
different guidelines for washing in peak and off-peak hour e.g.:
1. Start washing machine with a timer in off-peak hour.
2. Start washing machine when it is full etc.

Figure 14: Washing Display

Heating Display
The display in figure 15 contains time to time provided guidelines/tips by the DHE
Providers for efficient consumption of heat in homes/apartments. There may be
different guidelines for peak and off-peak hour e.g.:
1. Set the lower temperature at night and higher before getting up in morning.
2. Turn down indoor temperature as much as possible.
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Figure 15: Heating Display

Notifications Display
The display in figure 16 contains time to time notifications provided by the DHE
providers to keep the consumers update e.g.:
1. Metering system or outage problem
2. Over consumption etc.

Figure 16: Notifications Display

Emergency Numbers Display
The display in figure 17 contains time to time provided emergency numbers from
DHE Providers to handle some emergency situations. These numbers may be like:
1. Help line.
2. Health care etc.
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Figure 17: Emergency Numbers Display

Coming Hour Consumption
The display in figure 18 shows the forecasted status of energy consumption in
coming one hour. The figure also shows the total consumption of units, price of each
unit and the total amount of bill in large and prominent font size.

Figure 18: Feedback on coming hour consumption (forecasted)

Coming Day Consumption Display
The display in figure 19 shows the forecasted status of energy consumption in
coming 24hours. The display is in the form of graph. On x-axis the graph shows the
number of hours and on y-axis it shows the number of units consumed. This graph
compares the actual consumption level with standard level of consumption to show the
consumers’ their current energy status. Total amount of bill at top right corner of the
display can alert the consumers for what they will pay for their consumed energy.
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Figure 19: Feedback on coming day consumption (forecasted)

Previous Week Consumption Display
The display in figure 20 shows the status of energy consumed in last week. The
display is in the form of graph. On x-axis the graph shows the number of weeks and on
y-axis it shows the number of units consumed. This graph compares the actual
consumption level with standard level of consumption to show the consumers their
current energy status. Total amount of bill at top right corner can alert the consumers
for what they will pay for their consumed energy.

Figure 20: Feedback on previous week consumption

Coming Week Consumption Display
The display in figure 21 shows the forecasted status of energy consumption in
coming week. The display is also in the form of graph. On x-axis the graph shows the
number of weeks and on y-axis it shows the number of units consumed. This graph
compares the actual consumption level with standard level of consumption to show the
consumers their current energy status. Total amount of bill at top right corner can alert
the consumers for what they will pay for their consumed energy.
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Figure 21: Feedback on coming week consumption (forecasted)

Previous Month Consumption Display
The display in figure 22 shows the status of energy consumed in last 4 weeks i.e. a
month. The display is also in the form of graph. On x-axis the graph shows the
number of weeks and on y-axis it shows the number of units consumed. This graph
compares the actual consumption level with standard level of consumption to show the
consumers their current energy status. Total amount of bill at top right corner can alert
the consumers for what they will pay for their consumed energy.

Figure 22: Feedback on previous month consumption

Coming Month Consumption Display
The display in figure 23 shows the forecasted status of energy consumption in
coming 4 weeks i.e. a month. The display is also in the form of graph. On x-axis the
graph shows the number of weeks and on y-axis it shows the number of units
consumed. This graph compares the actual consumption level with standard level of
consumption to show the consumers their current energy status. Total amount of bill at
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top right corner can alert the consumers for what they will pay for their consumed
energy.

Figure 23: Feedback on coming month consumption (forecasted)
Figure 24 also presents the forecasted consumption of energy at the end of month.
This display show the forecasted total number of units consumed and the total
forecasted amount of bill at the end of month. It can alert the consumers that if they
will continue their current energy consumption behavior, then they will pay that much
amount of bill at the end of month.

Figure 24: Feedback on total bill at the end of month (forecasted)

Previous 12-Months Consumption Display
The display in figure 25 shows the status of energy consumed in last 12months.
Again the display is also in the form of graph. On x-axis the graph shows the number
of months and on y-axis it show the number of units consumed. This graph compares
the actual consumption level with standard level of consumption in each month to
show the consumers their energy status.
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Figure 25: Feedback on last 12 months consumption

Same Month Comparison
The display in figure 26 shows the comparison of energy consumption of current
month with last year’s same month till current date to show the consumers their energy
status. It can stimulate consumers to update their energy behavior as compare to their
own behavior in the same month of last year. X-axis shows the number of days in a
month and Y-axis the number of units consumed in each day.

Figure 26: Feedback on current monthly consumption to compare with last
year’s same month consumption

Similar Houses/Apartments Comparison
The display in figure 27 shows the comparison of monthly energy consumption
with consumption of similar houses/apartments. It can stimulate consumers to update
their energy behavior as compare to others. X-axis shows the number of days in a
month and y-axis the number of units consumed in each day.
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Figure 27: Feedback on comparison of monthly consumption with consumption
of similar houses/apartments

Customize Bill Dates Display
The display in figure 28 presents a list of dates on which a consumer will get bill
instead to get it after three-months. Consumers would choose any date according to
her/his convenience by radio button selection. These dates may be like:
1. Once a month
2. Twice a month etc.

Figure 28: Customize Bill Dates Display

Bill Payment Modes Display
The display in figure 29 shows a list of different modes for bill payments.
Consumers would choose any payment mode according to her/his convenience by
selecting a radio button. These modes may be like:
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1. Bank transfer
2. Credit card etc.

Figure 29: Bill Payment Modes Display
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APPENDIX D-WORKSHOP ANALYSIS
Table 7 is the main data extraction form designed in MS-Excel to analyze the
findings of workshop. Here in the response of each questions, “E” indicates excellent,
“V” indicates very good, “G” indicates good, “A” indicates average and “P” indicates
poor response from participant (for workshop questionnaire read appendix A). Each
response is indicated by “1”. On the basis of total on each type of response, we have
generated a graph against each question which can also be seen in this appendix.

Table 7: Data extraction form for workshop responses
1

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

E
V
G
A
P
E
V
G
A
P
E
V
G
A
P
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G
A
P
E
V
G
A
P
E
V
G
A
P
E
V
G
A
P
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1
1

1
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1

1
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1

1
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1

1

1

1
1

1
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Total
2
4
7
2
0
2
10
4
0
0
3
5
4
2
0
3
7
4
0
1
2
6
0
5
0
1
3
6
4
0
4
5
6
1
0

First question was related to main/default display. According to table 7 and graph
2, all the participants appreciated this type of display and mostly remarked with
“Good” on this display (read appendix A workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 2: Feedback on Main/Default display
Second question was related to the feedbacks type of display having statistics of
previously consumed energy. According to table 7 and graph 3, most of the
participants respond “Very Good” on this type of displays (read appendix A workshop
questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 3: Feedback on previously consumed energy display
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Third question was related to the feedbacks type of display having statistics of
forecasted/future energy consumption. According to table 7 and graph 4, major
response type by the workshop participants was “Very Good” on this type of displays
(read appendix A workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 4: Feedback on forecasted/future energy consumption display
Forth question was about to the list type displays related to the guidelines for bath
and shower, clearing, washing, hearing, and display of notifications and emergency
numbers. According to table 7 and graph 5, most of the participants respond “Very
Good” on this type of displays (read appendix A for workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 5: Feedback on list type of displays
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Fifth question was related to the radio buttons type of display list for disability
support services, customize bill dates and bill payment modes. According to table 7
and graph 6, most of the participants responded “Very Good” on this type of displays
(read appendix A for workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 6: Feedbacks on radio buttons’ type of display lists
Sixth question was related to display the gases emission due to energy
consumption by the consumers. According to table 7 and graph 7, here again the
highest level of response was “Good” by most of the workshop participants on this
type of display (read appendix A for workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 7: Feedbacks on GHGs emission display
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Seventh question was related to the proposed color scheme for Extended Smart
Metering Display. According to table 7 and graph 8, most of the participants
appreciated this idea by commenting “Good” on use of this color scheme for Extended
Smart Metering display (read appendix A for workshop questionnaire).

Feedbacks

Graph 8: Feedbacks on the proposed color scheme
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APPENDIX E-EMAILS
Following is the extraction of emails, which we received in responses of
correspondence with advisors and workshop participants during this thesis research.

Email-1
This email is the extract of correspondence about data used for metering
information with external advisor:
Jan-Evert Manneklint
Chief Technology Officer (CTO), Quality and Environment Manager.
SVM-Metering AB, Karlskrona, Sweden
Tel: +46(0)455331925
Mobile: +46(0)702692363
Fax: +46(0)455331901
Email: jem@kamstrup.se
Internet: http://eng.svmmetering.unity.se/
From: Jan-Evert Manneklint <jem@kamstrup.se>
Subject: SV: Metering "Information" based which "Data"?
To: "Nisar Ahmed - niad08" <niad08@student.bth.se>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2011, 9:58 AM
From flow sensors you´ll only get pulses for a certain volume: example 1 pulse for
each 10 liters running through the sensor.
The available base data for metering is always:
Accumulated Energy (kWh)
Accumulated Volume (m3)
Temperatures (Flow pipe + return pipe + difference between Flow & return pipe)
Effect (kw/h)
Flow (m3/h)
Time and date

Email-2
This email is the extract of correspondence about 7+2 digits display of currently
used heat meters with external advisor.
From: Jan-Evert Manneklint <jem@kamstrup.se>
Subject: SV: What is 7+2 digits display?
To: "Nisar Ahmed" <mcs294@yahoo.com>
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2011, 5:33 PM
7 digits are used for the consumption values and 2 digits are used for the Sequence ID
(Identity of display sequence) of the presented values. That is to explain all the
different display

Email-3
This email is the extract of correspondence about initial discussion on smart
metering research for a master thesis project with internal advisor:

Ph.D. Hans Kyhlbäck
Lecturer
School of Computing, Blekinge Institute of Technology
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Email: hky@bth.se
Tel: 0046 (0)455385863
From: Hans Kyhlbäck <hky@bth.se>
Subject: BTH, 21 December at 3 pm, smart metering
To: "NiSaR AhMeD" <mcs294@yahoo.com>, "Shahid Yousaf"
<shahid.yousaf@hotmail.com>, "Jan-Evert Manneklint" <jem@kamstrup.se>, "Lars
Lundberg" <lars.lundberg@bth.se>
Cc: "Hans Kyhlbäck" <hky@bth.se>
Date: Thursday, December 16, 2010, 12:07 PM
Let's meet at BTH, the J-house, room "Aristoteles" J3423 on Tuesday 21 December at
3 pm. We will discuss smart metering research in a master thesis project. Please find
attached the students' proposal idea.
Participants:
Nisar Ahmed
Shahid Yousaf
Lars Lundberg
Hans Kyhlbäck
Jan-Evert Manneklint

Email-4
This email is the extract of correspondence about the evaluation and getting
suggestions on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display with the representative
of a DHE provider:
AnnBritt Larsson
Avdelningschef, Fjärrvärmetjänster företag
Tekniska Verken i Linköping AB (publ), Sweden
Email: AnnBritt.Larsson@tekniskaverken.se
Tel: +46 (0)13-20 92 59
From: Larsson AnnBritt <AnnBritt.Larsson@tekniskaverken.se>
Subject: SV: Need Suggestions on Smart Metering Display
To: "Nisar Ahmed - niad08" <niad08@student.bth.se>
Date: Friday, April 15, 2011, 12:31 PM
It seems very interesting with this smart meter. I think the customers also want the
same for electricity, otherwise you can use less district heating but more electricity and
everything seems good.
It would also be interesting to see the amount of used kW during peak hours.

Email-5
This email is the extract of correspondence about the evaluation and getting
suggestions on the proposed Extended Smart Metering Display with the representative
of a DHE provider:
Per Öhman
Administrativ chef
Varberg Energi AB
Box 1043
Västkustvägen 50
432 13 Varberg, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)340 - 62 88 15
Email: per.ohman@varbergenergi.se
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Internet: www.varbergenergi.se
From: Per Öhman <per.ohman@varbergenergi.se>
Subject: SV: Need Suggestions on Smart Metering Display
To: "Nisar Ahmed - niad08" <niad08@student.bth.se>
CC: “Marie Alowersson”<Marie.Alowersson@varbergenergi.se>
Date: Monday, April 18, 2011 11:21 AM
1-We think that the colour indicators should be Red – Yellow – Green, Which is more
“accepted”.
2-You should be aware that most companies have several different prices, one for the
grid and one for the consumption. Some has even more prices. However we think it’s a
good idea to make it simple for the costumer and only have one price at the display.
3-We think you must use month as a period instead of 4-weeks because of the
(measure) period of invoices.
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